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The Invertebrate Fauna of Tropical American Caves,
Part III: Jamaica, An Introduction
by
STEWART B. PECK*

INTRODUCTION
Jamaica, one of the smaller of the four islands of the Greater Antilles, is 150 miles
long and 40 miles wide. About two-thirds of the island is underlain by limestones.
This, together with an average 74 inch rainfall, has yielded an abundance of caves.
Over 700 caves have been catalogued. Most of these occur in the White Limestone
formation of Oligocene age, which reaches a thickness up 2,000 feet. The White
Limestone is underlain by middle Eocene Yellow Limestone and is folded along an
east-west axis. Fewer caves have been formed in Cretaceous limestone, gypsum
deposits, sub recent raised coral rock, and post-Miocene limestone (Figure 1).
The Limestone plateau of central Jamaica is favoured for cave development
because of its watershed which has a gentle gradient off the 1,500 to 3,000 feet
high insoluableCentral
Inlier. This metamorphic ridge separates the limestone plateau into two main watersheds and the water running north or south disappears in
numerous sinkholes and closed valleys in the extremely porous White Limestone
(Figure 2).
The purposes of this paper are several: to bring together the scattered literature
on the physical speleology of Jamaica; to bring together the little that has been
published on Jamaican biospeleology; to give a general summary of the knowledge
of the fauna resulting from my field work; and to make available descriptive data
on the cave sites that have been biologically studied. A complete listing of the fauna
of Jamaican caves and a synthesis of the ecology, evolution, and zoogeography of
this fauna will be published in a much later paper, after the many necessary taxonomic studies are completed.

REVIEW
There have been many publications on Jamaican karst and hydrology. General'
references on Jamaican caves, cave exploration, karst, and hydrology are those of
Aley (1964), Ashcroft (1969), Read (1963), Smith, Drew and Atkinson (1972),
Sweeting (1957, 1958), Versey (1972), White and Dunn (1962) and Zans (1956).
Studies of specific caves or cave regions are Ashcroft et al. (1965), Brown and Ford
* Department of Biology, Carleton University, Ottawa KIS 5B6, Ontario, Canada.
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(1973), and Zans (1953, 1954). Atkinson (1969) reports on some five miles of
surveyed cave passage in 35 caves. Livesey (1966) reports on 18 miles of surveyed
passage in 47 caves. Fincham and Ashton (1967) report on about 20 caves, and
include survey maps.
The Jamaican Caving Club, associated with the University of the West Indies,
Mona, Jamaica, has done a considerable amount of cave exploration on the island.
Alan Fincham (Department of Biochemistry, University of West Indies, Mona,
Kingston 7, Jamaica) has been a prime organizer in the cave club and has compiled

Fig. 2. Typical tropical karst landscape in Jamaica, showing an alluvia ted dosed
sugar cane fields, and forested limestone "cockpit karst" hills.

valley

with

Fig. 1. The western three-quarters
of Jamaica, showing all the cave sites reported in this paper
(except no. 36), in relation to topography,
drainage, and geology. The contour interval is 1000
and 2000 feet. The numbers refer to the caves discussed in the text. The dark regions are
generally insoluable volcanic or metamorphic
rocks, or alluvia ted valleys. The open regions arc
mostly Cretaceous,
Eocene, and Miocene limestones. The coastal caves in a dark background
are
in elevated Miocene, Pliocene, and Quaternary
coastal formations.
All major permanent streams
and rivers are shown. The scale is in miles. Prepared from the I: 250,000 scale geology (1958)
and topography
(1966) base maps of the Geological Survey Department
of Jamaiea.
The lower left hand inset shows the locations of the Parishes into whieh Jamaica is divided.
The Parish abbreviations
are as follows, clockwise: H, Hanover: SJ, St. James; T, Trelawny; SA,
St. Ann; SM, St. Mary; P, Portland;
ST, St. Thomas; SA, St. Andrew; SC, St. Catherine; C,
Clarendon; M, Manchester; SE, St. Elizabeth; W. Westmorland.
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most of the available information. The Jamaican geological survey has mapped
many caves in relation to their guano-phosphate deposits.
General aspects of physiography, climatology and so forth will not be presented
because these can be found in more general reference books, especially the Handbook of Jamaica published by the Jamaica Information
Service, or in
encyclopedias. Details relating to field localities which will be of help to Jamaican
caving are in Wright and White (1969), Peck and Kukalova-Peck (1975), and Peck
and Kukal (1975).

THE VERTEBRATE FAUNA
The first biological study of Jamaican caves was made by Anthony (1920a, 1920b),
but he limited his work to mammals and vertebrate paleontology. Later reports on
Anthony's cave collections are those of Koopman and Williams (1951), Williams
(1952) and Williams and Koopman (1952). Several papers deal with Jamaican bats
(such as Lewis, 1954) but Goodwin (1970) best unites the available bat data.
Fishes occur in some Jamaican caves. Gutypies (Gambusia, perhaps gracilor) are
in the flooded mouth of Wyslip Water Cave. Sleepers (Eleotris pisonis (Gmelin),
Eleotridae or Gobiidae) have been captured in Jackson Bay Great Cave and Green
Grotto Cave and were seen several times in Dairy Bull Cave. A blind fish, perhaps a
brotulid, is supposed to be in Jackson Bay Great Cave (Ashcroft et al. 1965) but
has not been captured and scientifically studied. This could be the fish that gave
rise to early reports of Jamaican blind fish (Eigenmann, 1909: 188).
Eleutherodaetylus frogs occur in some caves such as Jackson Bay, Cousins Cove
number 2, and Monarva caves, and E. eavernieola Lynn is supposed to be found
only in caves in Portland Ridge (Lynn, 1954).
THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA
The only known flatworms from Jamaican caves are a blind, white species from
rimstone pools in Carambie Cave. Nematomorphan (gordian) worms, undoubtedly
cricket parasites, have been found in drip pools in three caves. The nematode fauna
of cave soils and guano has not been studied. Oligochaetes have been found in soils
and guano in some caves.
Pelecypod mollusks are restricted to a large population of Mytilopsis leueophaeata (Conrad) in brackish water in Green Grotto. Gastropod mollusks are
commonly represented on guano by the circumtropical Subulina oetona Bracquiere.
The hydrobiid Potamophyrgus cf. corolla is abundant on rocks and wood near the
surface of deep pools in Green Grotto. The stream in S1. Claire Cave contains Physa
jamaieensis C. B. Adams. Lage accumulations of shells, most commonly of Pleurodonte aeuta, P. jamaieensis. Thelidomus aeuta, Annularia pulchrum. Sagda (Sagdidae) and Dentellaria (Camaenidae), are found near the entrances of caves such as
Idlewild, Worthy Park number 2, DromiIly, and Falling caves, bl:t these snails have
never been found living in the dark zones of any Jamaican caves.
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The onychophoran Plicatoperipatus jamaicensis (Grabam and Cockerell) has
been found as an accidental in Moseley Hall Cave (Arnett, 1961). An undescribed
troglobitic onychophoran (figure 3) is known from four specimens from Pedro
Great Cave (Peck, 1975).
The Arachnida are well represented in Jamaican caves. Five species of Schizomidae, including Schizomus
portoricensis (Chamberlin), have been found as
troglophiles. The amblypygid Phrynus occurs in virtually every cave with crickets,
upon which it preys. Spiders are represented by many families. The Dipluridae
contains the common troglophile Accola lewisi Chickering and an undescribed troglobitic Accola. Psalistops (Barychelidae), Loxosceles caribbaea Gertsch, and Scytodes (Scytodidae) are commonly encountered troglophiles, as are Triaeris and Oonops (Oonopidae), Theotima minutissima (Petrunkevitch) and Ochyrocera (Ochyroceratidae). A troglobitic Theotima occurs in St. Claire Cave. Three troglobitic and
three troglophilic Modisimus Pholcidae) are known. Gaucelnius cavernicola (Petrunkevitch) (Nesticidae) is a common and widespread troglophile. A troglophilic Maymen a (Symphytognathidae) and Theridion rufipes Lucas (Therididae) are common.
Pseudometa (Araneidae), Grammonota and Eperigona (Linyphidae), Corinna (Clubionidae), and Ctenus (Ctenidae) are occasionally encountered troglophiles. Zimiris
(Prodidomidae) is represented by a troglobite in Falling and Worthy Park Caves.

Fig. 3. An undescribed
genus of troglobitic
evolved onychophoran
is a peripatopsid

peripatid
onychophoran.
The only
from the Union of South Africa.

other

cave-
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Fig. 4. Sesarma verleyi, a grapsid crab. Only in Jamaica have the grapsids entered freshwater,
terrestrial,
and cave habitats. TIlis species has functional
eyes but shows many other
cave-specializations,
such as depigmentation,
appendage elongation, and cave-restriction;
it may be justly considered a troglobite:

The Opilines are represented by three troglobitic phalangodids; Stygnomma /iskei and Cynortina pecki (Rambla, 1969), and by an undescribed species from
Jackson Bay Cave. Troglophilic species are Stygnomma spinifera, Cynortina goodnighti and an unidentified but widespresd species of Nemastoma.
Pseudoscorpions are common in some guano and include Mesochernes, Lustrochernes and undetermined chernetids. Troglobitic species (Tyrannochthonius and
Ideoroncidae) have been collected in Jackson Bay, Cousins Cove number 2, Drip,
Maldon S-:hool, Carambie, and Wallingford Sinks Caves.
Many species of Acarina have been collected, mostly associated with guano, but
no determinations are available.
Crustaceans include the trogloxenic or troglophilic crabs Gecarcinlls mricola
(Linnaeus), Cardisoma gllanhumi Latreille, Sesarma miersii Rathbun (all near the
coast), and Sesarma bidentatum Benedict (inland); and the shrimps Atya innocous
(Herbst), A. lanipes Holthuis, Xiphocharis elongata (Guerin-Me neville), Mecrobrachium carcillus Linnaeus, M. faustinum lucifugum Holthuis (1974) and M. heterochims Wiegmann. Sesarma verleyi Rathbun (Figure 4) and the palaemonid shrimp
Troglocubanus jamaicensis Holthuis are troglobites, even though the eyes are still
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present in the former species (Hartknoll, 1963-1964, 1964; Chace and Hobbs,
1969; Holthuis, 1963).
The amphipod Hyalella (cf. az teca) occurs in S1. Claire Cave, and troglobitic
Hadzia jamaicae Holsinger (1974) is in Jackson Bay Cave. Troglobitic Stygiomysis
and Antromysis (Mysidacea) are known only from Jackson Bay Cave. Ostracods
occur in drip pools and in very wet guano in several caves alOng with Copepoda
(Elaphoidella ).
Many species of terrestrial isopods occur, including the genera Clavigeroniscus,
Cubaris, and Venezillio. At least one Claverigoniscus is troglobitic.
Scutigerid (Scutigera), cryptopid (Scolopoeryptops, C,yptops, and Newportia),
schendylid (Tanophifus? ), henicopid and chilenophilid centipedes occur randomly.
The millipede fauna is diverse but no troglobites are known. Polyxenid millipedes inhabit dry caves with some organic matter. Glomeridesmus (Glomeridesmidae) Caraibodesmus pictus Loomis (Chelodesmidae), Peckfiskia cavernicola
Loomis and Docodesmus (Chytodesmidae), Inodesmus jamaicensis Cook (Comodesmidae), Cyclodesmus hubbardi Cook (Sphaeriodesmidae), and eurydesmids, oniscodesmids, and trichopolydesmids occur in various caves and most frequently with
guano.

Fig. 5. An aggregation of Periplaneta americana roaches near guano in Oxford Cave. One
cricket (Amphiacusta) is present.
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Fig. 6. This blind, apterous,
troglobitic Nelipophyus roach, is found in many Jamaican caves,
along with an eyed Nelipophygus, but generally in wet areas and not near large guano
accumulations.

The collembola fauna includes the common and widespread troglophilic or trogloxenic Paranel/a, Xenyl/a, Isotomus, Metasinel/a, and perhaps a species in the
Pseudosinel/a violenta group. One troglobitic Troglopedetes is known. Diplurans
and thysanurans have been found in several caves, probably as troglophiles. .
The Blattodea (cockroaches) include the blaberids Pycnoscelus surinamensis
(Linnaeus), Epilampra, and Panchlora; the blattid Periplaneta americana (Linnaeus) is common in Winsor Great, Oxford an other guano caves (Figure 5); and the
blatellids Ischnoptera and two species of Nelipophygus. One of the last is a troglobite, and is the only completely eyeless and apterous cave roach known (figure 6)
except for two species of Speleoblatta from Burma.
Marava jamaicana (Rehn and Hebbard) is a dermapteran (earwig) living in some
caves. Virtually every cave contains the gryllid cricket Uvaraviel/a cavicola Chopard
(1928) (figure 7). It is interesting that the gryllid genus Amphiacusta, common in
caves in other West Indian islands and on the tropical mainland, although present in
Jamaica, does not occupy Jamaican caves.
Hemipterans are most commonly represented by Amnestus (Cydnidae). Microvelia argusta Drake and Maldonado occurs on cave streams. The reduviid (Emesinae)
Ploiaria umbramm M. A. Mc. A. y Maldonado is a common predator occurring on
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guano in several caves. An undescribed, blind and brachypterous cixiid bug from
Jackson Bay Cave is a troglobite.
Many beetles are known from the caves. The carabid Colpodes cavicola Darlington (1964) is kno. n only from St. Claire cave but shows no cave specializations.
Tachys and Perigona are additional troglophiles. Two troglobitic, blind scaratine
Ardistomis carabids occur in Falling and Pedro Great caves. An undetermined dytiscid is in pools in St. Clair cave and Enochms, Dactylosternum, Phaenonotum,
and Omicms are common hydrophilid troglophiles in guano. The leiodid Aglyptinus
dimorphicus Peck (1972) occurs as a wingless form in caves on guano but as a
winged form in Jamaican forests. Scydmaenids, pselaphids, ptiliids, histerids, and
tenebrionids are occasionally found, usually in guano caves. The staphylinid A theta
is a common troglophile in bat caves. Other staphylinids, like Aleochara, Gyrophaena, and Proteinus, are infrequently found. The cerylonid Euxestus has formed a
large population in guano in Brandon Hill Cave. The lamphrid Microdiphot cavernamm Barber is known only from one specimen from deep in Windsor Great Cave
but does not show cave adaptation (Buck, 1959).
Lepidoptera are represented by the tineids Decadarchis and Tinea in almost
every guano cave. The most common cave hymenopterans are ants (Formicidae)

Fig. 7. TIle gryllid cricket Uvaroviella cavicola is known only from caves in Jamaica while
crickets of the genus Amphiacusta whieh occur in caves elsewhere, occur in Jamaica only
in non-cave habitats. The male, below, with raised tegmina, attracts the female for
copulation by stridulating with his tegmina.
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which are common in guano caves and include Strumigenys, Tetramorium, and
Odontomaehus. The scelionid wasp Probaryeonus and the cynipid wasp Pseudoeueoila probably parasitize cricket eggs and aca1ypterate Diptera larvae respectively.
Diptera are abundant and diverse. Shannonomyia nudipennis Alexander and
Trentepohlia niveitarsis (Alexander) are tipulids occurring in Mocho Cave. The
tipulid Polymera eavemieola Alexander was described from material caught deep in
St. Clair Cave but has since been found at epigean sites at elevations ranging from
1750 to 4300 feet (Alexander, 1964). Most of the flies are associated with guano
and include Dasyhelea (Ceratopogonidae), Drapetis pleuralis Melander (Empididae),
Reiehertella and Seatopse (Scatopsidae), Pholeomyia (Milichiidae), Leptoeera
(Sphaeroceridae), Conieera (Phoridae), Psychodidae, Sciarida2, and Dolichopodidae. The mycetophilid Orfelia, with a larva which forms a hanging web, is widespread but infrequent.

SUMMARY OF THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA
As a result of our field work with the Jamaican invertebrate cave fauna, some 150
free-living macroscopic species are now known from this habitat. A complete and
final list will probably contain many more species when all of our collections are
fully studied. Most of these species are troglophiles associated with guano as scavengers or predators (figure 8). But, many species of troglobites are present, and these
are mostly terrestrial. Since most of the troglobites are not yet described, the exact
number is unknown, but is somewhere near 25. The recognized troglobitic species
are: a turbellarian flatworm, an onychophoran, six spiders, three phalangodid harvestmen, five pseudoscorpions, one grapsid crab (Sesarma verley i), one palaemonid
shrimp (Troglooeubanus jamaieensis), an amphipod (Hadzia jamaieae), an isopod
(Clavigeroniseus), two mysidaceans (Stygiomysis and AntromysisJ, a roach (Ne/ipophygus), a cixiid bug, and two carabid beetles (Ardistomis). This may represent
the largest density of troglobites on an island (Jamaica is 11,700 km2) in the
American tropics. By contrast, somewhat smaller Puerto Rico (8,800 km2) has only
two troglobites (Peck, 1974a, 197 4b). The much larger island of Cuba (105 ,000
2
km ) has recently seen extensive biospeleological investigations by Cuban and Romanian workers and, although much of their work is yet unpublished, it appears
that Cuba will have only a numerically similar troglobite fauna, with fewer terrestrial and more freshwater species (Nicholas, 1962; Orghidan, Jimenez, et al. 1973;
Taboada, 1974).
As the cave faunas of the American tropics become better known, it is becoming
more apparent that earlier generalizations, such as those about the lack of terrestrial
tropical troglobites, will have to be revised.

CAVE SITES STUDIED
The caves reported on here were visited over a course of five trips to Jamaica: by S.
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Fig. 8. A large accumulation
of insectivorous
bat guano in Oxford Cave. Guano
these are a focus for troglophilic arthropod scavengers and predators.

mounds

such as

B. Peck and Alan Fiske in early 1968; by S. B. Peck and Jarmila Peck in late 1972;
by Russel M. Norton and Roger Zimmerman in early 1973; by Russel M. Norton in
late 1973; and by S. B. Peck, Jarmila Peck, Olga Kukal and Hana Kukal in mid
1974. These trips resulted in the location and biological exploration of 54 different
caves and represent some three months of field effort for S. B. Peck alone, who
made 70 visits to 46 caves. Russel M. Norton made 24 visits to 22 caves, many of
which were also studied by S. B. Peck.
The distribution of the caves studied, in relation to non-limestone terrane, to
rivers, and to elevation is given in figure 1. The following text discusses the caves in
alphabetical order, grouped according to the Parish in which they are located. The
caves are numbered in the text, and the same number is used for the caves in figure
1.
For precise cave localities and for aid in prospecting for new localities, the
I :250,000 scale and 1:50,000 scale geologic and topographic maps are necessary.
They may be obtained from the Jamaica Survey Department (the corner of Hanover and Charles Streets, Kingston), or Edward Standford Ltd., 12-14 Long Acre,
London W.C.2. These maps record distances and elevations in miles and feet, which
is why we use them in this report rather than the metric system.
In the following discussion, for each cave, the name is listed first, followed by its
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general location in airline map distance from a prominent feature named on the
1: 50,000 maps (such as a town center or settlement), its map grid location, the
approximate elevation of the entrance, the cave's approximate length, the initials of
the lead biologist who studied the cave, and the dates of this study (to document
population changes and the relative thoroughness with which the fauna may be
known). The month is indicated in Roman numerals, a standard entomological
procedure.
These are all of obvious value and easily understood except for the map grid
locations which are helpful for locating the cave in the bush where the exact
location is often extremely difficult to pinpoint. The grid reference is prefixed by a
capital letter which refers to the letter assigned by the Jamaican Survey Department
to the 1:50,000 series of topographic maps. Then comes a set of three numbers
called "northings", the first two digits of which are found printed on the north and
south sides of the indicated map. The third digit is that particular tenth of the
north-south band determinel by the first two digits. The last three digits are the
"eastings" , of which the first two digits are printed on the east and west sides of the
indicated map, with the last (third) digit of this group being the particular tenth of
the specified east-west band. By using this grid reference system, the cave can be
located to roughly the nearest 1/ 10 square mile. No more-accurate method is available for locating caves on Jamaican maps.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF CAVES STUDIED
Hanover Parish
1. Cousins Cove Cave number 1. 1500 feet from coast, S of Cousins Cove. A 119
554.50 feet elevation. 400 feet long. RMN, Nov., 1973; SBP, 31.viii.1974.
The large entrance chamber can be followed to the left to a high passage, from
which large deposits of guano up to 40 feet in depth have been removed. This
passage ends in a deep stagnant lake, 40 feet by 10 feet (24°C), which fluctuates in
level depending on local raim. To the right from the entrance chamber is a maze of
dry passages, many excavated for guano. One fissure passage can be followed down
to freshwater (24°C). This section ends in a room with a skylight, from which
descend large roots. The air temperature was 24°C.
The guano fauna is not rich because few bats presently use the cave. No life was
seen in the stagnant lake, except for psychodid fly larvae. Macrobrachium shrimp
were seen, but could not be caught, in the fresh-water filled fissure. Fish are
reported by the locals.
2. Cousins Cove Cave number 2. 0.4 mile SSE Cousins Cove. A 119 553. 160
feet elevation. 300 feet long. RMN, Nov., 1973; SBP, 31.viii.1974.
This is a small dry cave. The entrance drops to the left and ascends to a small
skylight chamber and descends to a larger chamber with three other larger skylights.
The cave has been mined for guano. Gypsum is present in fill in a side passage. The
air termperature was 24°C. The cave is reported to formerly have been 1800 feet
long (a 600-foot-Iong E section, and a 1250 foot long SW section) with many bats,
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and a wooden stairway to wet lower levels. However, it seems that these E and SW
sections were sealed about 1970 when the Land Commission put in a road over the
cave. The now closed E section of the cave might be revisited if its skylight can be
found and descended for its reported depth of 80 feet. The fauna is scant and poor
in variety.
St. James Parish
3. Brandon Hill Cave. 0.9 miles E Montego Bay. C 233 572. 225 feet elevation.
419 feet long. RMN, 29.x.l973; SBP, l.ix.l974.
From the entrance, a wide tunnel, with extensive s!-,flI1K.lIngs
of guano, goes for
about 300 feet. A side passage near the entrance has a 20 foot high working face of
old guano excavations, and gives an interesting fill profile. Straight in front of the
entrance a slope leads to a higher entrance and old dry guano diggings. Crawl holes
are to the left of the entrance. The air temperature was 24.5°C. A good rich guano
fauna is present.
4. Maldon School Cave. In Maldon. C 271 526. 1244 feet elevation SOO f-~+
long. SBP, 3.ix.1974.
A steep entrance slope leads to a river, with a large chamber across it. The river
can be followed either way in small scoured passages to sumps. The fauna was in
the chamber in guano and flood debris. The temperature was 21.1°C. A gypsum
crust is present on the uper walls of the chamber.
5. Mocho Cave. 4 miles S Montego Bay. C 239 548. 1130 feet elevation. 427
feet long RMN, 30.v.1973.
The cave is a dry passage, up to 90 feet wide, with good formations, and bats.
The invertebrate fauna was varied, and guano-associated.
6. Peterkin Cave. In Maldon. C 270 527. 1120 feet elevation. 1200 feet long.
SBP,3.ix.1974.
The eastern (Great) entrance sink leads to a tunnel opening into an elongated
room, which descends at the far end to the underground course of the Tangle River.
The river can be followed downstream to a sump and upstream to the rear entrance
passage. Cave crabs and blind roaches are among the fauna, which is most diverse,
but sparse, in the large room. The air temperature was 22.2°C.
7. Rota Cave. In Maldon. C 272 528. 1100 feet elevation. 4000 feet long. SBP,
3.ix.1974.
The cave is almost entirely river passage of variable dimension and water depth.
The water temperature was 21 °C and the air 21.1 0C. The river reappears in nearby
and more extensive Rota Sink Cave to the north, which we did not study. We
studied only the Bottom Ground and Lower River passages. The fauna was sparse,
being concentrated on flood debris and banks of guano high above flood level.
8. Spring Yale South Rising Cave. Spring Yale. C 285 536. 500 feet elevation.
150 feet long. SBP, 3.ix.1974.
This cave consists of a single large chamber, partly fllied with muddy water,
except for the twilight zone entrance slope. No fauna was observed except for
accidentals.
Trelawny Parish
9. Carambic Cave. 0.35 mile (about 1900 feet) N of Spring Garden road junction.
C 354 511. 1650 feet elevation. 700 feet long. SBP, 4.ix.1974.
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The entrance passage increases in size and turns into a handsomely decorated
hallway, leading to a huge flowstone curtain, with a gigantic chamber behind it
from which two passages proceed to other entrances. The temperature was 21.40C.
The fauna is diverse and mostly associated with guano patches and organic debris.
Blind flatworms are in one large rimstone pool with rotted bamboo.
10. Deeside River Cave. 0.25 mile SW Deeside. C 290 541. 600 feet elevation.
1100 feet long. SBP, 18.viii.1974.
The passage proceeds as a dry, formation-strewn gallery to a hole in a flowstone
curtain. Beyond this a moist chamber ends on a 40 foot drop. Descent of this drop
leads to a varied and richly decorated passage which reaches the river. The air
temperature was 23.90C. In spite of the lack of organic matter, a varied but sparse
assemblage of invertebrates was found before the 40 foot drop, including scydmaenid beetles.
11. Drip Cave. 1.5 miles SSW Stewart Town. F 392 532. 1280 feet elevation.
1000 feet long. SBP, 2.iv.1968, 25.viii.l974; RMN, 28.vii.1973.
The huge entrance sink descends into a large passage of guano-coated boulders.
Abundant formations are present. At 500 feet in the cave a descent on the right
wall goes to a lower level, floored with very wet guano. The upper and lower level
again connect at the cave terminus. The air temperature was 20.2°C. Cave fauna is
rich and varied. Little active guano deposition is present.
12. Dromilly Cave. 2.25 miles SE Deeside, 0.4 miles N Dromilly. C 30 I. 537. 390
feet elevation. 400 feet long. SBP, 28.viii.1974.
TIle cave, although not long, is an interesting and scenic complex of dripstone
decorated chambers. A broad high chamber lies to the left of the back of the
entrance chamber. A thick pavement of land snail shells leads to the right to a series
of chambers with thick guano deposition. The air temperature was 23.7°C. The
fauna is guano-associated and includes staphylinid beetles, mites, tiniid moths, and
collembola. Large numbers of web-spinning mycetophilid flies occur hanging under
ledges in the flat floored room to the right of the eastern half of the cave.
13, 14. Harties Cave number 1 and number 2. 1 mile WNW Spring Garden, SW
of Mouth River. C 352 511. 1750 feet elevation. Number 1 is 840 feet long and
number 2 is 3470 feet long. SBP, 4.ix.74.
These caves are an interesting and varied complex of upper and lower passages.
Number I has an upper level small stream, with cave crabs, and is easily explored. A
guano coated ledge just inside the entrance of number 2 makes further entry
hazardous. The fauna was varied but not concentrated. Guano was not seen except
as a sprinkling, on which blind roaches were common, above the entrance canyon in
cave number 2.
15. Hope Gate Cave. 3.5 miles ESE Falmouth. C 340 574. 20 feet elevation. 700
feet long. RMN, 30.x.1973.
The cave is a labyrinth of passages, similar to Runaway Caves, but without water
filled lower levels. Only a limited fauna was found.
16. Printed Circuit Cave. Spring Garden. C 352 510. 1750 feet elevation. 10,560
feet long. RMN, 30.iii.l973.
Several entrances to this complex system exist. The cave is diverse with old,
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large upper passages, and active lower stream passages. Additional details are given
in Livesey (1966) an Brown and Ford (1973). A good faunal potential exists but
not much was found in a.limited time.
17. Windsor Great Cave. Windsor, 9 miles S Falmouth. C 326 528. 375 feet
elevation. 9770 feet long, SBP, 5.iv.I968; 26.viii.l974; RMN, 29.vii.1973.
The entrance tunnel opens into a huge breakdown chamber, over which one
must climb and descend to the right cave wall. Following the left wall leads through
deep guano to another collapse entrance. Deeper in the cave a series of very large
chambers are encountered. The air temperature.is 22.8°C. Bat guano deposits are
extensive. Side passages are few but present. The floor becomes more and more
muddy and eventually meets a 35 foot clay pitch to the lower river level. The river
may be followed upstream, emerging in a cockpit bottom, and the cave continues
through a small hole in the oposite side. The fauna is guano.associated and troglobites are absent. Guano decomposition of the formations of limestone is extensive.
St. Ann Parish
18. Brambribo Cave. 0.25 mile NW Douglas Castle, 4 miles NW Kellits. G 454
477.200 feet elevation. 1000 feet long. SBP, 20.xi.1971; 18.viii.1974.
The cave is essentially a large tunnel with an irregular floor composed of break.
down blocks. Speleothems are abundant. At the back of the cave, an opening in a
flowstone wall leads to a large chamber with a steeply descending guano slope,
ending in a 40 foot diameter guano filled pool. Beyond the pool a passage is said to
lead to another entrance. The pool was about a foot lower in the 1974 visit.
Everything in the cave.is thickly guano.coated. The air temperature was 22°C in
1972 and 23.4°C at the top of the lake room in 1974. The large bat colony
supports a rich guano fauna of snails, mites, flies, staphylinids, crickets, and spiders.
No life was visible in the pool except for fly larvae.
19. Cave River Cave. 1.5 miles NNW Aenon Town. G 409 482. 2000 feet eleva.
tion. 18,000 feet long. SBP, 2.ix.1974.
We studied only the 950 foot long section of this extensive cave system between
Holits Hole and Noisy Water resurgence. This is a large stream passage with general.
ly shallow water, but it is subject to flooding. Crabs inhabit the stream waters and a
mixed, but poor, :crrestrial fauna is found on guano patches on slopes above flood
level.
20. Chesterfield Cave. 4.5 miles S St. Anns Bay, 0.7 mile SW Higgin Town. F
475536.1800
feet elevation. 800 feet long. RMN, 27.ii.1973.
A spectacular descending entrance leads to an ascending boulder strewn chamber. To the right of the entrance a hole in boulders leads to a 45 feet deep pitch to
a lower stalactite chamber. A limited fauna was found.
21. Cricket Cave. 0.25 mile E Douglas Castle. G 456 475. 2250 feet elevation.
300 feet long. SBP, 20.xii.l972, 18.vii.1974.
The cave is entered about 30 feet above the stream. Shortly inside, one descends
to the stream and follows this upstream over breakdown to the end of the cave in
breakdown. Cave crabs are present as well as a few other invertebrates on flood
debris. Crickets are not abundant in spite of the cave name.
22. Dairy Bull Cave. 1.75 miles NE Discovery Bay. F 415569.10
feet elevation.
300 feet long. SBP: 22,23,24,26,28.
viii, l.ix.1974.
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The cave lies in a cemented Pleistocene coral reef deposit. A crawl to the east of
the entrance meets a low seawater filled passage. To the west, a series of sand
floored crevice passages are present. To the south, an upward squeeze leads into a
75 foot diameter chamber, with seawater on three sides. A small skylight is present.
This chamber presents an interesting fossil assemblage in the ceiling. The pools,
27.2°C, are inhabited by crabs, shrimp and fish, none of which are troglobitic.
Crickets and amblypygids are also present.
23. Douglas Castle Cave. Douglas Castle. G 455 475. 2250 feet elevation. 100
feet long. SBP, 20.xi.1972.
The cave is a dry, much decorated chamber. No fauna was observed.
24. Falling' Cave. 0.25 mile E Douglas Castle, 4 miles NW of Kellits. G 456 475.
2250 feet elevation. 300 feet long. SBP, 20.xii.l972, l8.viii.1974; RMN, 3.xi.1973.
The cave is a single medium.diameter passage, which is profusely decorated. It is
dry except for ceiling drips, and bats are absent. An interesting and varied fauna is
presen t, including two species ('f troglobitic scaratine carabid beetles.
25. Ken Connell Hole. 0.75 mile N Bensonton, 7.5 road miles SW of Claremont.
F 476 491. 1760 feet elevation. 900 feet long. RMN, 27.iii.1973; SNP, 19.viii.1974.
Just inside the 3 feet high, 10 feet wide entrance, a series of chimney descents
takes one into a high but narrow canyon passage, which can be followed with
difficulty to a terminal guano-covered room. The cave takes water in wet weather
which flows down to the terminal room. Formations are present. The air temperature was 23.3°C. The fauna is sparse and associated with guano and flood debris on
the floor of the canyon passage. About 0.5 miles south of here, Hutchinson Hole, a
simple shaft, 260 feet deep, lies just to the SE of the road. Hutchinson, the mad
owner of Edinburgh Castle, is reputed to have dumped the bodies of his murdered
victims into this sink. Sometimes locals switch the names of these two caves.
26. Lucky Hill Farm Cave. 0.5 mile NNE Lucky Hill. F 538 519. 850 feet
elevation. 500 feet long. SBP, 25.vii.l972, 20.viii.l974; RWN, 3l.iii.1973.
A steep descent on a slope of about 100 feet brings one to a pool with water
pipes and a pump. Across the pool is a shaft to the surface with water pipes. The
stream sumps here in debris. At one side of the pool, the upstream direction can be
followed between formations into wading passage and two small chambers. The
water was noc in 1972, and 23.3°C in 1974. Another surface shaft, to the south,
was not descended but may go to other parts of the same cave system. Hartknoll
(1963-1964, 1964) notes the cave as containing the troglobitic crab, Sesarma ver.
leyi, and as the only known site for the Jamaican cave shrimp Troglocubanus
jamaicensisHolthuis (1963). RMN obtained seven specimens of this shrimp. The
other fauna is poor and scattered on guano patches and flood debris.
27. Moseley Hall Cave. 2 miles W Guys Hill. F 537 492. 1750 feet elevation. 800
feet long. SBP, 27 .xii.l972.
The cave proceeds linearly through the hill. Formation areas are at both sides.
The wide rooms have been mined for guano and some deposition is still taking
place. The cave is generally dry, with an air temperature of 19.5°C. The fauna is
varied but not rich, except in a side passage in the cave middle. Some of the fauna
has been discussed by Bengry (1953).
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28. Mount Plenty Cave. 1.5 miles NW Goshen. F 529 521. 1100 feet elevation.
530 feet long. RMN, 31.iii.l973; SBP, 20.viii.1974.
The large entrance slopes down to a right and left hand passage. Both continue
back to a series of chambers, the right hand side being more extensive. The discrete
piles of guano might make this a good cave for the study of the ecology of the
guano of insectivorous, frugivorous, and nectarivorous bats. The fauna was rich and
varied, including several kinds of beetles. The air temperature was 22.2°C.
29. Norwood Ratbat Hole. 2.6 miles NW of Cave Valley Crossroads. G 410487.
2200 feet elevation. 300 feet long. SBP, 2.ix.l974.
An impressive sink serves as an entrance. This is descended by a native laddercatwalk of bamboo, vines, and saplings. These are replaced yearly when the cave is
mined for guano. The simple tunnel passage climbs breakdown and formations and
descends to the guano room, with immense guano piles and an air temperature of
20.20C. This guano harbored immense numbers of fly' larvae and the thickest
concentration of mites we have encountered in any guano cave. A quantitative
study of the guano fauna should prove interesting. No troglobites were found.
30, 31. Runaway Bay Caves and Green Grotto. 1.75 miles E Discovery Bay. F
420 566. 50 feet elevation. 4000 feet long. SBP, 29.xii.1972; 23. 24, 25,
26.viii.1974; RMN, March 1973.
This commercial cave is a complex labyrinth of dry, formation-clad passages
with numerous skylights. The Green Grotto section has a pool of fresh-brackish
water, 25.5°C, which is commercially shown, and a more complicated side section
of partly flooded bat chambers. The cave is discussed as Dairy Cave by White and
Dunn (1962), and mammal fossils from the cave under this name are included in
the papers by Koopman and Williams (1951) and Williams (1952). Mr. Jack Lewis,
the cave owner, is agreeable to the study of speleological problems in the cave, but
arrangements must be made ahead of time. Fauna is scarce in the dry sections
except near guano and is most abundant on moist guano in the uncommercialized
sections of Green Grotto. The lakes were sampled with minnow traps and contain
crabs, Macrobrachium shrimp, and eleotrid (gobiidae) fishes.
32. Thatchfield Great Cave (Thatchfield Light Hole). 4.5 miles E Browns Town.
F 444 546.1450 feet elevation. 4000 feet long. RMN, 28.iii.l973, 24.x.1973.
The entrance 1S located on a cliff base, north of the Light Hole sink. A low
passage leads to a large passage opening below the Light Hole. The passage may be
followed east to a mud choke. A crawl over this leads to a very large descending
tunnel proceeding for some 3000 feet to a shaft. The cave terminates shortly
beyond the shaft bottom. Bats and guano and a guano fauna are present.
33. Thunder Cave. East of Stewart Town. Grid location not available. 1250 feet
elevation. 150 feet long. SBP, 5.iv.1968.
The cave is a tube, about 150 feet long, sloping up on silt fill to a terminal
chamber. There is barely a dark zone. A few bats are present. A few damp spots
harbored small white isopods.
.
St. Mary Parish
34. Idlewild Caves. 3.8 miles on main highway east of road junction to Jacks
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River (at Oracabessa west town edge). K 582547.50 feet elevation. 100 feet long.
SBP,22.viii.1974.
The first cave, horizontal and at road level, is about 75 feet long, with only a
twilight zone and bats. The second cave has a cenote-like entrance, sloping down to
two small pools of fresh water on the south side. The water was 25°C and eyed
Macrobrachium shrimp were seen in it but could not be captured. The third cave
slopes steeply down between the rock wall and a talus-boulder fill. It does not reach
water. Crickets are present here, and abundant land snails are cemented in a breccia
on the wall.
35. Rock Springs Cavern. 0.5 mile E Pear Tree Grove. K 674489. 1200 feet
elevation. 2000 feet long. SBP, 2 l.viii.l 974.
Swimming, with flotation gear, puts one through the small entrance opening
into a large chamber with a waterfall at the far side. One can continue to work
upstream in partly flooded passages and dry large-diameter upper levels through a
variety of labyrinthine galleries. Formations and vadose sculpturing are abundant.
Gypsum crusts are present in the gravel-filled upper levels reached from Confusion
Chamber. The fauna is varied. Macrobrachium and Xiphocharis shrimps are in the
entrance pool, and the former and Atya shrimp are common deeper in the cave.
The water temperature was 23.3C, A very diverse guano fauna was associated with
flood debris and with abundant but thin and wet coatings of guano. Tubificid
worms and psychodid fly larvae were abundant in guano pools.
Portland Parish
36. Nonsuch Cave. 3 miles SW Port Antonio. M 750 455.600 feet elevation. 250
feet long. RMN, November 1973.
The tourist literature describes this commercial cave as 500 yards long. It is a
series of decorated rooms and pas-sages, with an artificial rear entrance. Much fill
was excavated to open the cave for tourism, and wall to wall concrete and gravel
now floor the cave. No fauna was found. The limestone regions of eastern Jamaica,
including the John Crow Mountains to the southeast, are the least known parts of
the island. Superb cave potential should exist but only vague reports of caves and
"roaring holes" are available.
St. Catherine Parish
37. St. Claire Cave. 1.5 miles SW Ewarton. G 520453.800
feet elevation. 9500
feet long. SBP, 7 .iv.l968, 27 .xii.1972.
From the entrance, descent is made over breakdown to a wide gallery, which
eventually opens out over a large room. From this large room, the main passage
continues to the east as a descending sand-floored tube, 23.5°C, that carries intermittent flood water, to a lake which must be swum to enter the Lemon Ridge
section of the cave and the other entrance. From the large room, a smaller passage
doubles back under the entrance passage and proceeds to the southwest. Bats and
guano fauna is concentrated here (air temperature 28°C).
A partial map and description is in Zans (1954) and bats and invertebrates are
covered by Lewis (1954) and Farr (1954) respectively. Rats occupy the bat caves
and feed on them. A large population of house cats also occupies the caves, as
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evidenced by the abundance of their droppings in the entry passage and the several
skeletons I found in the cave. These cats undoubtedly feed on bats and rats.
38. Swansea Caves. 2.4 miles N Worthy Park. G 497 464. 1500 feet .e1evation.
3840 feet long. RMN, 4.xi.1973.
The cave is essentially a single large but variable passage, occasionally containing
flood waters. It is broken into four sections by cockpits. Bats and guano are
present. The fauna is guano associated, but troglobites like Nelipophygus roaches
are present.
39. Worthy Park Cave number 2. Worthy Park. G 504 453. 1250 feet elevation.
2300 feet long. SBP, 6.iv.1968, 26.xii.1972.
From an entrance boulder slope, a ladder drop of 30 feet leads to a chamber
from which departs a spacious and fairly uniform cave passage. Throughout the
cave length, it is pleasingly decorated, with intermittent pools which require
wading. A rich fauna is found in the pools and on guano patches. Several troglobites
are present, most notably the roach.
A bone breccia is present in the cave wall above and near the descent hole and
should be of paleontological interest. Two other shorter caves (number 1 and 3)
occur just south of this one but were not visited (Fincham and Ashton, 1967).
Clarendon Parish
40. Jackson Bay Great Cave. 1.1 miles SE Jackson Bay Village. H 472 303. 40
feet elevation. 10,000 feet long. SBP, 21-22.xii.1972; 2, 11, 15.viii.1974; RMN,
November 1973.
The cave is a very complex gallery type of cave system. The outer rooms are
partly flooded with brackish water which fluctuates with the tides. The air and
water were 26°C in 1972 and 27.4°C and 26.2° respectively, in 1974. If the
appropriate crawl can be found on the side of the largest lake room, this leads into
a splendidly decorated, partially flooded tunnel. This section is the most scenic of
any Jamaican cave. Beyond this' a large upper series of chambers, which we did not
study, end the cave. A complete description and map are in Ashcroft et al. (1965).
. The fauna is rich. Troglophilic crabs occur in the outer rooms. A blind fish was
captured but was eaten by a laboratory cat (Ashcroft et al. 1965). No other blind
fish have been captured in Jamaica. The poor description suggests that the fish is a
brotulid, of which two blind species are known in Cuba, and one from Yucatan,
Mexico. As long ago as 1909 (Eigenmann, 1909: 188) blind fish were said to occur
in Jamaica, but they still elude capture for purposes of study and description. An
Eleotris fish (Gobiidae) also occurs in the outer cave lakes. The invertebrate fauna
contains many troglophiles, as well as troglobitic amphipods, two mysid crystaceans, harvestmen, pseudoscorpions, collembola, and cixiid bugs.
41. Pedro Great Cave. 0.6 mile SE Pedro River. G 476 468. 1700 feet elevation.
1500 feet long. SBP, 20.xi.1972; 17.viii.1974; RMN, 25.iii.1973.
The cave is a single large moist passage, heavily decorated, with much guano and
no water. The air temperature was 21.50C in 1972 and 1974. A crawl is necessary
to reach the last room, which was 22.2°C in 1974. A'map is in Fincham and
Ashton (1967). The fauna is diverse and contains several troglobites, including
eyeless scaratine carabid beetles and an eyeless onychophoran (figure 3). Some soil
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fauna is associated with the tree roots on damp soil in the dark zone of the entrance
chamber.
42, 43, 44. Portland Ridge Caves. West of Mahoe Gardens on Portland Ridge. H
496 308. 120 feet elevation. 2000 feet long. SBP, 22.xii.1972, 15.viii.1974.
The lower caves are of a chamber type, from which guano has been mined.
Formations are abundant. The caves are all dry with an air temperature of 27.20C.
The fauna is scarce. Bat fossils from this cave are discussed by Williams (1952) and
Koopman and Williams (1951). Many old wall inscriptions show that the caves were
a popular spot with visitors over the past two centuries. The upper cave is a single,
dry, large gallery, with ,a drop to a lower section that we did not visit.
Manchester Parish
4~. Abbey Cave. 2.5 miles S.W. Mandeville. D 364 406. 2300 feet elevation. ISO
feet long.SBP24.xn.1972.
Easy descent into the sink leads to an old set of steps dating from the former
show days of the cave. The large entrance tapers to a level passage, IS feet wide, 30
feet high, and about 100 feet long, terminating in a side chamber. The temperature
was 17.5°C. The fauna was poor, containing only isopods, schizomids and spiders.
46. Coffee River Cave. Auchtembeddie. 1.5 miles N Oxford. D 333 476. 900
feet elevation. 9200 feet long. SBP, 4.ix.1968.
This extensive river cave was followed by us for only about 800 feet. The stream
mostly occupies the entire passage width, over and through a jumble of boulders.
Flooding can raise the waters by at least 8 feet. The fauna was of limited variety
and mostly associated with banks of flood debris. Further description is in Livesey
(1966), Brown and Ford (1973) and White and Dunn (1962, which refers to the
cave as Princess Alice Cave).
47. Oxford Cave. Between Auchtembeddie and Oxford. D 332 475. 1000 feet
elevation. 2300 feet long. SBP; 4, 8.iv.1968; 24, 30.xii.1972; RMN, November
1973.
The cave is a single passage, extensively decorated, which progressively increases
in size towards the end. A large room and abundant guano are in the rear section.
Drip water stands in the passage at the very end of the cave but has no fauna except
for ostracods. The air temperature was 24°C 500 feet in the' cave, but is somewhat
warmer in the bat chambers at the end. A map is given by Livesey (1966). Rats live
in the cave, and we saw them feeding on invertebrates. A rich guano fauna is
present, including crickets and roaches (Periplaneta) (Fig. 5). Several species of
troglobites are present.
48. Wyslip Water Cave. Near Gut River. Grid location not available. Sea level. 75
feet long. SBP, 23.xii.1972.
The simple tunnel ony just reaches the dark zone. Fish and shrimp are in the
lighted water at the cave entrance, but nothing was seen deeper in the cave. We
could not find the nearby Wyslip Cave of White and Dunn (1962).
St. Elizabeth Parish
49. Duanwarie Cave number 1. 1.5 miles NW Ipswich. D 256 476. 800 feet
elevation. 200 feet long. RMN, 29.x.1973.
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The cave is a dry passagt:, with a poor fauna. It is not 2800 feet long as has been
reported.
50. Peru Cave. 2.5 miles NE Wilton. D 332 428. 270 feet elevation. 750 feet
long. SBP, 23.xii.1972.
There are a number of sink-shaft or skylight entrances, only a few of which can
be entered without special equipment. A labyrinth of high chambers is present. The
cave is complex and confusing, with much guano, and many formations. Standing
water was not seen but might have an interesting fauna if some could be found. The
fauna was a standard guano-associated suite of invertebrates. No troglobites were
found. This cave is the type locality for the spider Theridionexus cavemicolus
Petrunkevitch (1928: 209), a synonym of Gaucelmus cavemicola (Gertsch, pers.
comm.).
51, 52. Wallingford Cave and Wallingford Sink Cave. Wallingford, 1 mile N
Balaclava. D 326 466. 900 feet and 700 feet elevation respectively. 200 feet and
1355 feet long respectively. SBP, 27.viii.1974.
Wallingford Cave is a single dry tunnel, previously mined for guano, with formations. Wallingford Sink Cave follows the underground course of the river through
large passage, over rapids and stretches of deep water, to a sump. This river resurges
from Mexico Cave, a mile to the east and about 150 feet lower. A 100 foot long,
low, but heavily decorated cave, lies in a small slot across from the houses at the
road bend. It had no fauna. The fauna of Wallingford Cave was sparce because of its
dryness. Wallingford Sink Cave contains shrimp and crabs in the river. Piles of flood
debris supported troglophiles and troglobites, especially on upper ledges.
The fossil bones of five extinct species of mammals were removed by Anthony
from "Wallingford Cave" from a cemented breccia-conglomerate. Since we saw such
rocks only in Wallingford Sink Cave, we assume this is the cave from which the
bones were recovered (Anthony, 1920a, 1920b; Koopman and Williams, 1951;
Williams, 1952).
Westmorland Parish
53. Monarva Cave. 10 miles W Savanna-la-Mar, 0.75 mile ENE Brighton. B 102
483.200 feet elevation. 1000 feet long. SBP, 30.viii.1974.
A small sink ope~ling drops into a chamber, and the passage, up to 70 feet wide,
descends by short drops for at least 100 feet. The passage takes water in storms.
Large bat colonies are present, as well as much dryish guano. Oxygen deficiency
affecting breathing rates and gasoline lanterns is evident in the lowest room we
reached, but the cave continued in another descending, low hole. Standing water
was not encountered. The temperature was 26.5°C in the middle of the cave and
warmer in the lowest rooms. Crickets and roaches (Periplanetta) were the most
abundant invertebrates.
54. Roaring River Cave. 7 miles NE Savanna-la-Mar. B 184 503. 250 feet elevation. 500 feet long. SBP, 29.viii.1974.
The cave is a series of high chambers. Several descending passages go to an
underground branch of the surface stream. A large guano pool is present with
mosquito larvae. A skylightshaft terminates the cave. The temperature was 24.4°C.
The fauna was limited to guano-associates, including ants and psychodid flies.
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SUMMARY
The scattered literature on the physical speleology and biospeleology of the West
Indian island of Jamaica is brought together. As a result of recent field work, a
summary of the Jamaican vertebrate and invertebrate cave is given. The invertebrate
fauna is known to include some 150 free-living macroscopic species. These are
mostly troglophilic scavengers and predators associated with guano accumulations.
However, some 25 species, mostly terrestrial and undescribed, are known to be
troglobites. This is one of the largest known assemblages of tropical troglobites.
Brief descriptions are given for the 54 cave sites which have been biologically
studied.

RESUME
Les diverses references bibliographiques sur la speleologie physique et la biospeleologie de I'ile antiIIaise de la Jamaique ont ete rassemblees. Une liste des Vertebres et
des Invertebres de la Jamaique recapitule les resultats d'un recent travail sur Ie
terrain. Dans la faune des Invertebres, on reconnait environ 150 especes macroscopiques i vie libre, qui sont pour la plupart des troglophiles scatophages et predateurs, associes aux depots de guano. Cependant, environ 25 especes, principalement
terrestres et pas encore decrites, sont connues comme troglobies. On se trouve Ii en
presence de I'un des plus grands rassemblements de troglobies en region tropicale.
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De breves descriptions sont donnees sur chacun des 54 sites de grottes qui ont fait
['objet d'etudes biologiques.
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Remplissages Karstiques au Tunnel de la Clusette
(Jura neueh:itelois, Suisse)

par
Jean MEtA* et Michel POCHON**

SUMMARY
Karstic Fill in the Clusette Tunnel
(Jura of Neuchatel Switzerland)
The piercing of a road tunnel in the flank of a limestone (Maim) anticline in the Neuehatel
Jura uncovered karstic forms transformed for the most part, by decarbonated soils.
Mineralogical analysis of these latter, through the use of X-ray diffraction, reveals a great
analogy with the surface soils. At more than 200 meters depth, the same allochtone mineralogical suite of aeolian origin hwich constitues the largest part of the soils of the High Jura
Mountains in Switzerland, is found: An abundance of ferriferous chlorite, and of quartz,
plagioclase and potassic feldspar.
The various factors favoring this deep infiltration are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Le tunnel de la Clusette fait partie du nouvel amenagement routier mis en chantier
en 1972, dans Ie but d'ameliorer les communications entre Neuchatel et Ie Vaide-Travers (route international Neuchatel - Pontarlier).
Du point de vue geographique, la galerie evite de contourner l'eperon de la
Clusette (546 250 / 200 750)***, paroi rocheuse fortement sollicitee par l'erosion
et instable par endroits.
Au cours des travaux d'excavation, des phenomenes karstiques se sont presentes sous differents aspects; des formes observees ont deja ete decrites (Meia, 1974).
Rappelons qu'il s'agit essentiel1ement de formes de creusement, diaclases elargies
et anciennes cavites; ces dernieres sont actuel1ement remplies de materiel granulometriquement tres heterogene (pate d'argile et de carbonate dans les interstices
d'un squelette calcaire).
Nous presentons ici I'analyse de materiel fin de remplissage, preleve a 3 emplacements differents.
1.2. Rappel des donnees geologiques
Le tunnel traverse des roches d'dge Jurassique superieur (MaIm) appartenant
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sene stratigraphique c1assique du Jura neuchiitelois meridional, dont les caracteres
lithologiques sont conn us (Meia 1965, 1971, 1972). II s'agit des horizons suivants:
-

Kimmeridgien moyen
Kimmeridgien inferieur
Sequanien superieur
Sequanien inferieur

- Argovien superieur

calcaires compacts
calcaires compacts
calcaires oolithiques
calcaires, marno-calcaires;
quelgues marnes
marnes et marno-calcaires.

Du point de vue tectoniques, les couches traversees par Ie tunnel appartiennent
au flanc N de l'antic1ina1 Solmont - La Tourne, deuxieme pli du Jura (fig. 1). En
profil en long (fIg. 2) Ie trace s'enfonce dans la serie stratigraph1que d'W en E, en
recoupant successivement les banes massifs du Kimmeridgien, puis les niveaux
regulierement stratifies du Sequanien et les couches feuilletees, marno-calcaires,
faisant la transition Sequanien inferieur - Argovien.

2. MATERIEL ET METHODES ANAL YTIQUES
2.1. Nature et situation des echantillons pre/eves
Station I
Etage: Calcaires durs et compacts du Sequanien superieur,
sous I'oolithe de Sainte-verene (Ech. R 4789)
Situation tectonique:

NNW

700

SSE

700

Fig. 1. Coupe transversale de l'anticlinal Solmont - La Tourne, a 500 m du portail W.
1 = Bajocien superieur, 2 = Bathonien inferieur, 3 = Bathonien superieur, 4 ~ Callovien, 5 = Argovien, 6 = Sequanien, 7 = Kimmeridgien, 8 = Portlandien, 9 = Purbeckien, 10 = Valanginien
inferieur, 11 = Valanginicn superieur, q = remplissage quaternaire, t = trace <Itl tunnel, r = route
cantonale actuelle, a = Areusc.
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Situation des stations de prelt~vements sur Ie profil en long.
P No
P Br
Po
Ki
Sq
Ar
Ca

= Portail Noiraigue (W)
= Portail Brot-Dessous (E)
= Portlandien
= Kimmcridgien
= Seq uanien
= Argovien
= Callovien

1. Direction et pend age des couches
2. Situation des couches en coupe transversale
0

0

Couches orientees: N 75 E / pendage 36 au NW
Position en galerie: 573 m du port ail W.
Recouvrement vertical: 250 m de calcaires
Karstification (zone 8, Meia 1974): se developpe sur les systemes de diaclases
0
0
N 125 E vertical et N 160 E subvertical.
Nature: Remp!iss~ge d'une diaclase elargie, par deux types de materiel (fig. 3).
a. partie superieure: Materiel argileux de couleur ocre (10 YR 4/4); Jaible reaction a l'acide chlorhydrique; seuls subsistent les macro-cristaux de calcite liberes
par la dissolution preferentielle du ciment micritique des roches environnantes
(ech.4787).
b. partie injerieure: Materiel de couleur beige clair (2,5 Y 7/6) en minces !its constitues par une "bouillie" de micro-particules calcaires (forte effervescence a
HC1) alternant avec les argiles ocres ci-dessus (ech. 4788).
Station 2
Etage: Sequanien superieur (ech. R 4791)
Situation tectonique:
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Couches orientees: 75° E / pendage 36° au NW
Position en galerie: 585 m, du portail W.
Recouvrement vertical: 240 m de calcaires.
Karstification (zone 8, Meia, 1974): se developpe sur les memes systemes de diaclases qu'en station 1.
Nature: Remplissage d'une diaclase elargie, par des argiles ocres (10 YR 4/4),
en grande partie decarbonatees (ech. 4791)
Station 3
Etage: Sequanien inferieur immediatement au-dessus de la limite Sequanien - Argovien (ech. R 4794)
Situation tectonique:
Couches orientees: N 60° E / pendage 45° au NW
Position en galerie: 986 m du portail W.
Recouvrement vertical: 16 IT' de calcaires, marno-calcaires
avec intercalations marneuses.
Nature (zone 11, Meia, 1974): Remplissage d'une poche subverticale par du materiel sablo-caillouteux, non decarbonate (partie superieure: echo 4792; partie
inferieure: echo 4793)
2.2. Les methodes analytiques
II s'agit des methodes de routine,
tel, pour la determination:
-

utilisees

a

1'Institut

de Geologie de Neucha-

des mineraux majeurs et argileux,
des teneurs en carbonates,
du % ponderal du Residu de decarbonation (R.I.),
du pH et de la couleur des echantillons meubles,
des teneurs en Carbone organique total.

On trouvera chez Persoz (1969), Miserez (1973) et Pochon (I974)
modes opera to ires des determinations ci-dessus.

Ie detail des

3. LES RESULTATS
3.1. Les mmeraux argileux et accessoires des fraction < 16 et < 2 J1
Les resultats des dosages semi-quantitatifs font I'objet de la fig. 4.
3.1.1. Station No. 1. Remplissage d'un karst ouvert (ech. 4787 a R 4790).
La composition mineralogique des fractions < 16 J1 et < 2 J1 du materiel argileux de remplissage karstique (ech. 4787 et 4788) differe tres sensiblement de celie
du R.I. des calcaires du Sequanien superieur et Kimmeridgien inferieur encaissants (R. 4790) par les caracteres suivants:
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une abondance des chlontes ferriferes, du quartz et des feldspaths K,
la presence de plagioc1ases (feldspaths Na-Ca)
un deficit en kaolinite.
Tous les parametres mineralogiques de l'echantillon 4788 (partie inferieure du
remplissage, situee au voisinage meme des roches encaissantes) presentent des
valeurs intermediaires a celle du materiel environnant et temoigne de ce fait d'un
melange des argiles de remplissage avec celles issues du R.I. des roches encaissantes.
Dans la fraction fine « 2 }1) on retrouve les memes ten dances attenuees toutefois au profit d'un accroissement de la kaolinite.
3.1.2, Station NO.2: Remplissage d'un karst ouvert (ech. 4791 et R 4791)
Materiel de remplissage et R.I. des calcaires encaissants presentent les memes caracteristiques de leurs homologues de la station precedente.
En consequence, les stations NO.1 et 2 revelent toutes deux, par ces identites
mineralogiques, leur appartenance a un meme phenomene geopedologique.
3.1.3. Station NO.3: Remplissage de poche)
Passees argileuses perturbees au sein d'une sene marno-calcaire (ech. 4792 a R
4794).
lei les intercalations argile uses perturbees (ech. 4792 et 4793) presentent une parente in deniable avec les marno-calcaires encaissants (R 4794): cortege argileux
et mineraux accessoires tres uniformes du point de vue qualificatif et quantitatif.
De plus, soulignons l'absence de plagioc1ases, laquelle est habituelle aux formations
du Maim (Persoz in Kiraly, 1973).
La ressemblance des echantillons s'ameliore encore en fraction < 2 }1.
3.2. Teneurs en carbonates
Elles sont donnees au tableau I.

Tableau 1. 'Quelques donnees analytiques de la phase soluble (a HeI) du remplissage karstique de la station I (ech. 4787 et 4788, de la fig. 3)

Ech.

RI.
%

Mat.org.*
%

MgO

F~03

K20

Si02

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Ca~

A12~

P20S

4787 ,79,24

0,52*

11,52

0,71

2,99

0,36

3,72

1,98

0,16

43,00

0,69*

52,13

0,58

1,21

0,19

2,31

0,80

0,07

4788

*

Ces valeurs, nettement inferieures a la moyenne observee dans les sols lithocalciques humiferes de la surface (Mat. org.;;;;' 30 % ) temoignent en faveur d'un remplissage karstique
non actuel.
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On constate que:
1. les parties superieures des remp!issages karstiques sont presque totalement decarbonatees ( max. 12%)
2. les parties injerieures des remplissages karstiques sont beaucoup plus riches en
CaC03 ( 52 %).
Les resultats des analyses chimiques et mineralogiques confirment done Ie melange des argiles de remp!issages avec la "bouillie" d'elements calcitiques issus de
la desagregation des roches encaissantes et constituant les !its blanchatres de la
fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

Photographie d'un fragment de materiel de remplissage karstique argilo-carbonate
preleve verticalement dans une diaclase de la station 1 (250 m sous la surface).
Zone claire = partie inferieure riche en CaC03 (>400/<)
Zone foncee = partie superieure riche en argile ([ CaC03

]

= 12 % )

(Les turbuh;nces, l'existence de petits !its successifs et alternes d'argile et de CaC03
temoignent d'un regime de depot fort vane).
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3.3. DISCUSSIONS DES RESULTATS
3.3.1. Lithologie et karst.a. En station 3, la serie stratigraphique est constituee par une alternance de minces passees marno-calcaires et marneuses. Or, dans les marnes et marno-calcaires
stratifies en banes minces, Ie developpement des cavites karstiques est tres fortement, voire totalement limite par un auto-colmatage resultant de la grande alterabilite du materiau (instabilites lithologiques) d'une part, de l'abondance (30 60 % ) de son R.I., (colmatage accelere des canaux existants) d'autre part (Aubert,
1969).
Burger (1959) observe que la permeabilite des etroites fissures est encore reduite
par Ie gonflement de leurs parois. On comprend mieux, des lors, la quasi impossibilite des migrations d'argiles et l'existence de l'autochtonie du materiel de remplissage de la poche de la station 3, malgre la proximite de la surface (16 m).
b. Si l'origine autochtone des argiles de la 3e station est evidente, i1 n'en est pas de
meme dans 1es station 1 et 2, ou 1a roche encaissante est constituee par un ensemble de strates de calcaire compact, affectees de nombreuses cassures subverticales.
Dans ces banes massifs, les cavites et reseaux peuvent se deve10pper a partir
des diaclases car les occlusions completes par eboulement y sont beaucoup plus
rares; Ie co1matage par les argiles demeure discret en raison des faibles pourcentages
du R.l.
Aubert, 1969). La possibilite de migration, d'entrainement par gravite de materiaux fins, y est done d'autant plus aisee que Ie reseau karstique est
subvertical.

«%

3.3.2. Allochtonie des argiles de colmatage.
En Stations I et 2, la composition des argiles de remplissage s'ecarte nettement
de celIe du residu de decarbonatation des roches encaissantes. Les travaux de Persoz (in Kiraly, 1973) permettent d'ecarter l'hypothese de l'origine de ce materiau
de colmatage a partir du R.I. des formations calcaires susjacentes. En effet, aucun
niveau stratigraphique du Maim ne contient les plagioclases, ni des pourcentages
aussi eleves de chlorite ferrifere et de quartz.
L'hypothese d't;n entrafnement se1ectif, d'un triage densitometrique
ou sedimentationnei des materiaux argileux intervenant dans 1a veine liquide, n'est pas
vraisemb1able non plus: 1a competence du flux variant en chaque point correIativement au diametre des sections du reseau.
Par ailleurs on ne peut davantage imaginer que 1es strates du Sequanien inf:
rieur (R 4794) particu1ierement riches en chlorite, aient pu fonctionner comme
roche-mere des argiles de remplissage; non seulement les dispositions spatia1es mais
encore la nature cristal10graphique des chlorites s'y opposent. On constate en effet
une tres faible resistance a la chaleur de la chlorite du Sequanien inferieur, comparee a celIe contenue dans les remplissages karstiques (fig. 5)
Enfin, si l'on envisage l'intervention des processus habituels d'alteration aux
milieux geochimiquement agressifs, la nature du R.I. des formations encaissantes ne
peut conduire en aucune fayon, a la composition qualitative des argiles et mineraux accessoires du materiel accumule dans les reseaux (Jackson, 1963; Gjems,
1967; Rich, 1968). L'allochtonie, au sens large, peut done etre admise.
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3.3.3. Origine de l'apport allochtone
A la suite des travaux de l'un de nous (Pochon, 1973, 1974) il apparait que la composition mineralogique 'des argiles de remplissage est strictement identique a celie
de la plupart des sols superficiels du Haut-Jura; nous l'avons retrouvee jusque sur
les plus hauts sommets jurassiens du Reculet, Cret de la Neige au Canton du Jura
(Beguin-Pochon, 1971).
La position occupee par ce type d'association mineralogique (abondance du
Quartz, des feldspaths K, de la chlorite et des p1agioclases, deficit de la kaolinite)
sur Ie faile jurassien, la morphologie eolisee des grains de quartz et les caracteristiques granulometriques demontrent un apport allochtone par Ie vent a partir
des moraines rhodaniennes et sariniennes du Plateau suisse.
L'entrainement en profondeurde
materiel superficiel est problablement beaucoup plus frequent qu'on ne Ie conc;oit habituellement. II permettrait en premier
lieu d'expliquer la haute frequence des colmatages du Karst par des produits alumino-silicates observes par les hydrogeologues.
Par ailleurs, les etudes en cours de G .-P. Simeoni et M. Pochon, relatives aux
materiaux de colmatage dans Ie substratum karstifie de la vallee de la Brevine
(forage Brevine et galerie Chaux-du-Milieu a travers Ie MaIm) revelent une allochtonie certaine des argiles et des mineraux accessoires.
3.3.4. Phenomene de migration gravifique
Le fait de retrouver a plus de 200 m de profondeur Ie materiel de surface (eolien allochtone) n'a rien d'exceptionnel, dans Ie cas de la Clusette, car plusieurs
facteurs ont pu favoriser sa migration gravifique.
I. Facteur tectonique
La Clusette se trouve au vOlSlnage charniere anticlinale les diaclases de tension
y sont nombreuses et tendent, dans ce cas, a etre largement ouvertes (Aubert,
1969).
2. Facteur petrographique
Les stations 1 et 2 sont localisees sous une serie de calcaires compacts. Dans ce cas,
Ie reseau karstique s'exprime d'autant plus franchement que les strates sont plus
epaisses et constitues de calcaire plus franc. Le faible R.I. laisse de plus les conduits libres de tout encombrement jusqu'a grande profondeur.
3. Facteur glaciaire
L'action abrasive des glaciers n'est plus a demontrer. Or, la Clusette y a subi celie
de la glaciation du Riss, comme l'attestent des residus de moraine, riches en quartzite,
qui recouvrent Ie flanc N de l'anticlinal du Solmont (observations de Meia). De plus,
Fig. 4.

Distribution
des mincraux
argileux et accessoircs de remplissagcs
karstiques et des
R.I. dcs roches calcaires encaissantes.
Rcsultats exprimes en o/aelatif dcs mineraux
argileux presents dans les fractions
16 }J. et
2 }J.. Mincraux accessoires (Quartz,
Fcldspaths
K et Plagioclases) exprimcs en fonction de la hauteur des pics en mm.
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REMPLISSAGES KARSTIQUES AU TUNNEL DE LA CLUSETTE

la crete roche use depassait de
miens; l'ablation par les neves
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ainsi les ouvertures des conduits
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peu Ie niveau maximal atteint par les glaciers wura problablement joue aussi un role non negligeable
couverture et des roches superficiel1es, degageant
karstiques.

4. Facteur topographique
La topographie tres accidentee de .Ia region est dHavorable au dcveloppement
des sols de couverture, de sorte qu'il est peu probable que ces derniers aient pu
jouer Ie role de "bouchon-filtre" habituel aux horizons B2t. Ces derniers n'ont
assurement jamais existe dans ces escarpements.
Enfin, la proximite de la falaise (versant SSE de la fig. I) peut contribuer a
l'acceleration de la percolation intradiaclasique, par les resurgences et suintements
lateraux dans Ie versant.

5. CONCLUSIONS
La result ante de l'action de ces quatre facteurs consiste a maintenir ouvert, en
surface, un reseau karstique developpe dans lequel Ie materiel eolien a pu etre immediatement piege lors de son depot a la fin de l'activite glaciaire wurmienne.
Le percement du tunnel de la Clusette a en effet permis d'observer la presence
de ce materiel eolien al1ochtone a plus de 200 m sous la surface, dans des secteurs
karstifics au sein d'une serie de calcaires compacts, reseaux karstiques qu'il colmate
en grande partie.
Par alileurs, les illites de ce materiel allochtone de remplissage, presentent une
grande frafcheur cristal1ographique. Or, la fragilitc de ce type d'argiles, dans les
formations pedologiques superficielles est bien connll (Mortland, et all. 1956) et
cette regie est partout observee dans les sols non evoilles du Jura (pochon, 1974,
1975).
En raison de cet excellent etat de conservation des illites, l'hypothese d'une
infiltration recente de 1'eolien en profondeur (apres un stockage plus ou moins
long en surface dans la pedosphere) paraft exclue.
Tout semble donc indiquer qu'on soit ici en presence d'lln Karst ancien, deja
bien developpe au moment de 1'apport eolien, c'est-a-dire a la fin de l'epoque
wurmienne.
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Diffractdgramme X de la fraction
16 J1 d'une argile de remplissage karstique
(ech. 4787) et du Sequanien inferieur
riche
en chlorite (ech. 4794).
0
Aux tests de chauffage - 300 C et 5500 C durant 1 heure - les comportements
des chlorites du substratum et du materiel de reinplissage divergent nettement.
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RESUME
Le percement d'un tunnel routier dans Ie flanc d'un anticlinal calcaire (MaIm)
du Jura neuchatelois, a decouvert des formes karstiques, colmatees pour la plupart,
par des argiles decarbonatees.
L'analyse mineralogique (Diffraction X) de ces demieres revele une grande
analogie avec les sols de surface. On retrouve en effet, a plus de 200 m de profondeur, Ie memecortege
mineralogique allochtone, d'origine eolienne, qui constitue la plus grande partie des sols du Haut Jura suisse. II s'agit d'une abondance de
chlorite ferrifere et de quartz, de plagioclases, de feldspaths potassiques.
Les divers facteurs ayant favorise l'infiltration en profondeur sont discutes.
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Three New Troglobitic Asellids from Western North America
(Crustacea: Isopoda: Asellidael
by
Thomas E. BOWMAN*

Troglobitic isopods of the family Asellidae, comprising about 42 species (Fleming,
1973), are widespread in the eastern United States, mostly in non-glaciated areas,
but extending into some glaciated parts of Illinois and Indiana. To the west, troglobitic asellids range to central Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. West of this area,
if we exclude the 4 Mexican species of Mexistenasellus (Cole and Minckley, 1972;
Magniez, 1972; Argano, 1973) which belong to a separate family, Stenasellidae
(Henry and Magniez, 1968, 1970), only 2 troglobitic asellids are known from North
America: Asellus cali/amicus Miller (1933) from northern California and Canasellus
pasquinii Argano (1972) from Veracruz state, Mexico.
The 3 new species of- western troglobitic asellids described herein extend the
records of blind asellids in North America south to Chiapas state, Mexico, and
north to central Alberta, Canada (ca. 53°N), and add a second species from California. The new species from Chiapas is very similar to Canasellus pasquinii Argano
(1972); the new asellids from Alberta and California show no close affinities with
known species.
The generic status of North American species of Asellus is still unsettled. Henry
and Magniez (1970) divided the species between Canasellus Stammer (1932) and
Pseudabaicalasellus Henry and Magniez (1968) except A. tamalensis Harford and
A. cali/amicus Miller, which they believed to be closely related to far-eastern forms
belonging to Asellus (Asellus) and Nippanasellus Matsumoto (1962). I have indicated that this is unlikely for A. tamalensis (see Bowman, 1974); the case of A.
cali/amicus will be discussed later in this paper.
Fleming (1973) presented arguments in favor of reducing both Pseudabaicalasellus and Conasellus to synonyms of Asellus. However, the taxonomic characters
that Fleming analyzed to support his claim failed to include the basal and labial
spurs (Bowman and Holmquist, 1975) and the catch-lobe, characters of the male
pleopod 2 of Asellus that clearly separate it from American Asellidae except A.
(Asellus) alaskensis Bowman and Holmquist.
While I consider Fleming's reduction of Canasellus to a synonym of Asellus
unacceptable, I also feel that the assignment by Henry and Magniez of all but a
few of the approximately 60 North American species to Canasellus probably over-
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simplifies the situation. But until enough taxonomic infonnation is accumulated to
permit a soundly based generic reassessment, I will follow the French authors.
However, in place of Conasellus Stammer (1932) I am using its senior synonym,
Caecidotea Packard (1871). For many years American authors assigned their blind
species from subterranean waters to Caecidotea and their epigean species to Asellus.
Miller (1933) presented' evidence that the species of Caecidotea must have evolved
independently a number of times from epigean species, and proposed reducing
Caecidotea to a synonym of Asellus, as had been advocated by Forbes (1876) and
Chappuis (1927). Mackin and Hubricht (1940) supported the independent status
of Caecidotea, and Collinge (1945) went so far as to recognize- separate subfamilies,
Asellinae and Caecidotinae, but most specialists have supported Miller's position
(Chappuis, 1950, 1953, 1957; Birstein, 1951; Steeves, 1963; Vandel, 1964). I agree
with the latter authors, but in accordance with the law of priority use Caecidotea in
place of Conasellus. Henry and Magniez (1970) pointed out the seniority of Caecidotea, but nevertheless usee Conasellus, saying, "NOllS laissons done aux systematiciens du Nouveau.Monde Ie soin de regler ce point de la nomenclature".
Caecidotea chiapas, new species (Figures 1 - 39)
Material examined. Chiapas Mexico: - Cueva de los Murcielagos, 15 km ESE of San
Cristobal de las Casas, collected by J. Cooke, W. Russell, and R. Mitchell, 29 VIII
1972: 6 00 (7.7, 6.6, 6.4, 6.2, 6.2, 5.2 mm), 5 ovigerous 'i''i' (5.5,5.2,5.0,4.7,
4.6 mm), 7 mancas (largest 1.6 mm). - Cueva de los Llanos, 15 km ESE of San Cristobal de las Casas, collected by J. Cooke, W. Russell, R. Mitchell, 29 VIII 1972:
200 (7.5,6.0 mm), 3 ovigerous 'i''i' (6.0,5.6,4.6
mm), 2 immature 'i''i' (4.8,4.5 mm).
The 7.7-mm 0 from Cueva de los Murcielogos is the holotype, VSNM 152766;
the remaining specimens are paratypes.
Description. Small, eyeless, unpigmented. Length up to at least 7.7 mm; body
slender, linear, about 3.8 times as long as wide; coxae all visible in dorsal view.
Margins of head, pereonites, and telson moderately setose. Head twice as wide as
long; anterior margin slightly concave, without rostrum; postmandibular lobes
broadly rounded. Telson slightly longer than wide; sides subparallel; caudomedial
lobe rather low and broad, not sharply delimited.
Antenna 1 reaching middle of last segment of antenna 2 peduncle; flagellum of
5 - 7 segments; last 3 segments each bearing esthete.' Antenna 2 reaching pereonite 5;
last segment of peduncle about 1.6 times length of preceding segment; flagellum
of 25 - 35 segments.
Mandibles with 4-cuspate incisors and lacinia mobilis; spine row with 10 spines
in left mandible, 12 spines in right mandible. Palp as in fig. 14. Maxilla 1, apex of
outer lobe. with 13 robust spines and 1 subtenninal seta; inner lobe with 5 apical
plumose setae. Maxilliped with 5 - 6 retinaculae.
o pereopod 1 propus about 1.5 times as long as wide; palm defined proximally
by 3 robust spines, median process of palm triangular, separated from smaller rounded distal process by V-shaped cleft. Dactyl flexor margin with rounded boss proximally and about 4 weak spines distally. 'i' pereopod 1 propus more slender, about
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Figs. 1-16.
Caecidotea chiapas. 1,0, dorsal; 2, C( head, dorsal; 3-9, lateral parts ofpereonites 1-7, dorsal;
10, telson and uropod, dorsal; 11, 0 left antenna 2, dorsal; 12, left mandible; 13, incisor
of right mandible; 14, right mandibular palp; IS, maxilla-I, outer lobe; 16, maxilla 1, inner lobe.
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Figs. 17-26.
Caecidotea chiapas. 17, <;> maxillipcd; 18, oostegite of <;> maxilliped; 19, c5 pcrcopod 1, lateral;
20, d pereopod 1 propus, medial; 21, d pereopod 1 dactyl, medial; 22, <;> I'crcopod 1, medial;
23, propus and dactyl of <;> pereopod 1, lateral; 24, d pcrcopod 4; 25, ". pereopod 4; 26, d
pcrcopod 6.
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Figs. 27-38.
Caecidotea chiapas. 27,0 pleopod I, anterior; 28, opleopod 2, posterior; 29, opleopod 2 exopod, flattened under cover glass; 30, 0 right pleopod 2 endopod tip, posterior; 31, same, anterior; 32, <;> pleopod 2, anterior; 33, 0 pleopod 3; 34, 0 pleopod 4, exopod; 35, same, endopod;
36, 0 pleopod 5; 37, 0 uropod, dorsal; 38, <;> uropod, ventral.
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2.5 times as long as wide; palm with 0 - 2 proximal spines, medial and distal processes absent; dactyl without proximal boss. Pereopod 4 more robust in 0 than in
9; merus and carpus with more spinose flexor margins.
'
o pleopod 1 larger thah pleopod 2; protopod about 0.6 length of exopod, with
4 retinaculae. Exopod about 0.6 as wide as long, with plumose setae on distal margin and short naked setules on concave lateral margin. 0 pleopod 2 exopod bent
anterolaterally, shape when flattened triangular, with long setae on lateral margin.
Endopod slender, curving laterally and tapering distally; tip (cannula) twisted clockwise, without additional processes. 9 pleopod 2 oval, about 2.4 times as long as
wide, with about 10 plumose setae on distal and lateral margins. Pleopod 3 exopod
about 1.8 times as long as wide; distal segment about 1.5 times length of proximal
segment; marginal setae short, sparse, non-plumose. Pleopods 4 'and 5 rather fleshy,
without marginal setae; exopod of pleopod 5 with poorly defined transverse suture.
Uropods as in figs. 37-38, varying with age and sex; exopod broader in large 00.
Etymology. The new species is named for the Mexican state of Chiapas.
Relationships. Caecidotea chiapas is closest geographically and apparently also
morphologically to the recently described C pasquinii (Argano, 1972) from Veracruz state, Mexico, but differs inia number of characters including the following:
Left mandible, lacinia 4-cuspaterather than 3-cuspate. Maxilla 1 outer lobe with 13
rather than 11 apical spines.
'

25

20

IS

chiapas

Fig. 39.
Known occurrences of Caeddatea spp. in Mexico.
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d pereopod 1, palm of propus with 2 processes rather than 1. Pereopod 4 with greater sexual dimorphism. d pleopod 1 with more concave lateral margin armed with
short setae. d pleopod 2-with more curved endoped and long twisted rather than
short straight cannula; exopod triangular rather than oval. Uropod with relatively shorter proto pod.
Distribution of Caeddotea in Mexico. The reported occurrences of Caeddotea in
Mexico are shown in fig. 39. C puebla (Cole and Minkley, 1968) the only known
epigean species, is considered by Fleming (1973) to be identical with C communis
(Say), an inhabitant of the northeastern United States. Disjunct populations of C
communis in several Colorado lakes and in Echo Lake, Washington, may have been
introduced by man, and its possible artificial introduction into Mexico merits investigation. If Fleming is correct, the occurrence of an isolated Mexican population of
C communis is difficult to explain otherwise.
The record of Caeddotea in Yucatan is based on Creaser's (1938) report of a
single incomplete female from Balam Canche Cave near Chichen Itza.
C chiapas extends the known range of New World Asellidae nearly to the southern boundary of Mexico. Thus far no asellids have been reported from Central
or SO\lth America.
Caecidotea sequoiae, new species (Figures 40 - 59)
Material examined. California, Tulare Co., Sequoia National Park: Liburn Cave, collected by Steven J. Shimek and Paul Hara, 13 X 1974: 1 d (5.3 mm, holotype,
USNM 152769),1 '( (3.3 mm, paratype, USNM 152770).
Description. Small, eyeless, unpigmented. Length up to at least 5.3 mm; body
slender, linear, about 5.3 times as long as wide; coxae all visible in dorsal view.
Margins of head, pereonites, and telson setose; dorsal surfaces with scattered setae.
Head slightly more than twice as wide as long; anterior margin slightly concave,
without rostrum; postmandibular lobes broadly rounded. Pleonites 1 and 2 clearly
visible, not much narrower than telson. Telson linguiform, about 2.6 times as long
as wide; caudomediallobe scarcely delimited.
Antenna 1 reaching distal 5th of last segment of antenna 2 peduncle; flagellum
of 10 segments in holotype, 7 segments in paratype; last 2 segments each bearing
esthete. Antenna 2 reaching posterior margin of pereonite 6; last segment of peduncle about 1.6 times long as preceding segment; flagellum of 43 segments in holotype, 23 segments in paratype.
Right mandible with 4-cuspate incisor; spine row with 8 spines; palp as in fig. 44.
Left mandible not examined. Maxilla 1, apex of outer lobe with 11 robust spines
and 2 subterminal setae; inner lobe with 5 apical plumose setae.
Pereopod 1 propus about twice as long as wide; palm without processes, defined
by 2 robust spines; flexor margin of dactyl with 3 spines. Pereopods 2 - 7, dactyl
with accessory claw above and slightly behind main claw.
d pleopod I larger than pleopod 2; protopod about 1/4 length of exopod, with
4 retinaculae. Exopod about twice as long as wide, with about 10 widely spaced setae on medial and distal margins and numerous close-set setae on slightly concave
lateral margin, decreasing in length toward midlength of margin.
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Figs. 40-52. Caecidotea sequoiae. 40, 0, dorsal; 41, 0 left antenna 1; 42, 0 right antenna 2; 43,
incisor of 0 right mandible; 44, palp of same; 45, maxilla 1, outer lobe; 46, same, inner lobe;
47. 0 pereopod 1, lateral; 48, pereopod 3, lateral; 49, dactyl of pereopod 6, lateral; 50, pereopod 7, lateral; 51,0 right uropod, dorsal; 52, 9 left uropod, dorsal.
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Figs. 53-59.
Caecidotea sequoiae. 53,0 pleopod 1, anterior; 54,0 pleopod 2, anterior; 55, 0 right pleopod
2, lateral; 56, endopod tip, 0 pleopod 2, posterior; 57, same, anterior; 58, 0 pleopod 2 exopod,
posterior; 59, 9 left pleopod 2, anterior. 60-61, Asellus cali/omicus. 60,0 left pleopod 2 endopod, anterior (slightly tilted); 61, 0 pleopod 2 exopod, posterior.
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a pleopod 2 protopod slightly wider than long, unarmed. Exopod much shorter
than endopod, suture between segments not clearly defined; proximal segments
with 1 seta on lateral margin and triangular concavity on posterior surface; distal
segment quadrate; lateral margin with 7 setae; posterolateral corner with long,
curved- setae. Endopod subpyriform, with long fissure; tip with the following
elements for which I am using the standard tenns introduced by Steeves, altho I
consider the homologies questionable: Cannula short, conical; medial process very
long, spiniform; lateral process a papillate ridge; posterior process cylindriform,
truncate.
S' pleopod 2 pyriform, with 2 setae at apex and I seta on lateral margin.
Uropods slender, slightly longer than pleotelson. Endopod 1.5 (holotype) or
1.3 (paratype) times as long as exopod; both rami with dense cluster of long apical
setae.
Etymology. The specific name refers to the occurrence of the new species in
Sequoia National Park.
Relationships. The slender body, elongate telson, and long antenna 2 and
uropods are features common to a number of other troglobitic species of Caecidatea. The accessory claws on the dactyls of pereopods 5 - 7 are unusual, and the
structure of the endopod of the male pleopod 2 is unlike that of any known asellid.
Ao;eUus(phreatoaseUus) califomicus (Miller) (Figures 60 - 61)
Asellus califamicus Miller, 1933, pp. 97-99, figs. 1-14. - Miller and Hoy, 1939, passim.
Caecidatea calif amicus (Miller). - Van Name, 1936, pp. 521-522, fig. 323; 1940
p.133.
Asellus kalifamicus Miller. - Chappuis, 1955, p. 165.
Material examined: California, Lake Co., near Kelseyville; from renovated well on
ranch of William Tuttle, collected by E.O. Essig, 21 III 1931: 3 syntypes, 2 ad
USNM 134486 and 134488, I S' USNM 134487. - California, Santa Clara Co.; SW
of Los Gatos, springs of Black Creek on slope of Black Mountain, collected by Roman Kenk, 25 VI 1967: 10+ as', USNM 112827. - California, Napa Co., Napa;
mouth of spring under house, collected by S. Gray, III 1969; 3 0, USNM 135742.
Miller did not designate any types for Asellus caltfamiclls, hence the specimens
examined by him are syntypes. In August 1970 Miller deposited 3 specimens in the
National Museum of Natural History, designating them as d holotype, S' allotype,
and d paratype. However, according to Article 73 of the International Code, these
3 specimens are syntypes.
The species has until now been known only from the type-locality; the present
records extend the known range about 130 miles south. Miller provided a detailed
description and full illustrations, and I add here only some details of the d pleopod
2, since the taxonomic importance of this appendage was not fully recognized in
1933.
Miller describes the endopod of the d pleopod 2 as "bulbous at the base, tapering into a long cylindrical process which curves outward over exopod. A fine
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needle-like stylet originates in bulbous part, runs up through a sheath in curved process, and protrudes beyond its tip". As suggested by Miller's fig. 2, the bulbous base
contains a cavity which opens on the anterior surface by a fissure which continues
into the stylet. A smoothly rounded labial spur (Bowman and Holmquist, 1975) is
present on the proximal margin of the fissure. The stylet in the Napa and Los Gatos specimens is free from the curved cylindrical process and not enclosed in a
sheath. Steeves (1963) interprets the stylet as a very long cannula and the curved
cylindrical process as a caudal process. The exopod of the c5 pleopod 2 has a well
developed catch-lobe on the posterior surface of the distal segment.
A. cali/omicus is assigned to the genus Asellus because of the prominent basal
and labial spurs on the endopod and the catch-lobe on the exopod of the c5 pleopod 2. Within Asellus it is excluded from the subgenus Asellus because the maxilla 1 inner lobe has 5 rather than 4 terminal setae, the c5 pereopod 1 palm lacks a
proximal boss, and the 9 pleopod 2 is not medially expanded. The distinctions
between the other 2 subgenera of Asellus, Mesoasellus Birstein (1939) and Phreatoasellus Matsumoto (1962) are based on body shape and proportions. Both species
of Mesoasellus, A. (M.) dybowskii Semenkevich from Lake Baikal and A. (M.)
strinatii Chappuis from Turkey, are epigean broad-bodied forms, whereas the 5
Japanese species of Phreatoasellus, like A. cali/omicus, are troglobitic and slender.
Since Miller (1933) showed a clear correlation between a slender body and a subterranean life in asellids, the criteria used to separate the 2 subgenera seem questionable. Since I have not had the opportunity of examining specimens of MesoaselIus or Phreatoasellus I am assigning A. cali/omicus provisionally to Phreatoasellus.
Except A. (P) cali/omicus, the species of Phreatoasellus are limited to Japan.
The relationship of A. cali/omicus to Eurasian rather than to other North American asellids has been noted by Birstein (1951) and by Henry and Magniez (1970),
but the latter authors suggested affinities with certain species of Nipponasellus.
The I-merous mandibular palp of Nipponasellus makes this suggestion unlikely.
If I am correct in assigning A. cali/omicus to Phreatoasellus, there must have existed
in the past a species or group of species ancestral to both A. cali/omicus and its
Japanese relatives, extending from Japan to California, presumably by way of the
Bering land bridge. Because of the low vagility of troglobites, the ancestral form
was probably epigean ..
SalmaseUus, new genus
Diagnosis. Body elongate. Pereonites nearly uniform in width. Telson not elongate.
Mandibular palp 3-merous. Maxilla 1 inner lobe with 5 apical setae. c5 pereopod 1
propus long, slender; palm without bosses, armed with row of strong spines. Dactyls
of pereopods 2-7 without accessory spines. Endopod of c5 pleopod 2 without
basal or labial spurs; lateral margin with long setae arising from inflated base and
fitting into groove along margin. Exopod of c5 pleopod 2 without catch.lobe.
Pleopod 3 exopod with transverse suture.
Type-species. Salmasellus steganothrix, new species.
Etymology. From the Latin "Salmo" = trout, + Asellus, referring to the disco
very of this isopod in stomachs of rainbow trout.
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Remarks. It is with some misgiving that I propose a new genus based on imperfect specimens removed from fish stomachs. I am encouraged to do so because of
the abundance of the fragments and the distinctiveness of the new isopod; otherwise I might have been deterred by Stebbing's (1888) comment on an amphipod
described by Stimpson (1857) from the stomach of a salmon: "Corophium salmonis, which Stimpson took, 'not in a very good state of preservation,' out of the stomach of a salmon, had almost better have been left there, instead of being drawn
forth to create a very indistinct species."
SalmaseUus steganothrix, new species (Figures 62 - 84)
Material examined. Alberta, Canada, Jasper National Park, Horseshoe Lake, collected by R. Stewart Anderson, numerous incomplete specimens and fragments, from
stomachs of rainbow trout. An imperfect e, 7.3 mm, has been selected as the
holotype, USNM 15277l.
Description. Eyeless, unpigmented. Length up to about 8 mm; body slender,
about 3.8 times as long as wide; pereonites increasing gradually in width to pereonite 6; pereonite 7 slightly narrower. Coxae all visible in dorsal view. Margins of
head, pereonites, and telson moderately spinose. Head about twice as wide as long;
anterior margin with distinct rostrum, postmandibular lobes prominent. Telson
slightly wider than long; lateral margins convex, caudomediallobe well defined.
Antenna 1 about as long as width of head, flagellum of 4-5 segments, last 3 sep
ments each with esthete. Antenna 2 broken on all specimens, usually between p
duncle segments 3 and 4; 2 of longest antennae found among fragments had 53 ana
55 flagellar segments and measured 7.5 and 6.2 mm respectively, hence antennae
must be nearly as long as body.
Incisor of left mandible 5-cuspate; lacinia mobilis and incisor of right mandible
4-cuspate. Spine row with 17 spines in right mandible, 16 in left mandible. Palp as
in fig. 66; 3rd segment with 16 setae in both mandibles. Maxilla 1, apex of outer
lobe with J 3 robust spines and 3 subterminal setae; inner lobe with 5 apical plumose setae. (1 specimen had 7 setae on right maxilla 1 and 5 on left). Maxilliped
with 3 retinaculae.
e pereopod 1 propus about 3 times as long as wide; palm shaight, without processes but with about 8 strong sharp spines on proximal 0.6. Dactyl flexor margins
with about 9 spines. <;> pereopod 1 similar in shape to that of e, but much smaller
and more poorly armed. Perepods 2-7 long, slender, and rather heavily spinose.
e pleopod 1 larger than pleopod 2; protopod about 0.4 length of exopod,
with 34 retinaculae. Exopod nearly twice as long as wide, with about 25 short
non-plumose setae on apical margin and distal part of lateral margin.
e pleopod 2 protopod slightly wider than long, with 1 seta on medial margin.
Exopod much shorter than endopod, bent obliquely toward endopod; proximal
segment subtriangular, with 5-7 plumose setae on lateral margin; distal segment oval,
with concavity on proximolateral part of posterior margin and 2 long curved plumose setae at apex. Exopod L-shaped; base of L bearing 2 or 3 long setae increasing in length medially, fitting into groove on lateral surface of upright part of L,
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Figs. 62-72. Salmasel/us steganothrix. 62, ct, dorsal; 63, head, dorsal; 64, left penis, ventral;
65, 0 right antenna 1, dorsal; 66, right mandible; 67, incisor of right mandible; 68, incisor
of left mandible; 69, lacinia of left mandible; 70, maxilla 1, inner lobI); 71, same, with abnormal number of setae; 72, maxilla 1, outer lobe.
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Figs. 73-78. Salmasellus steganothrix. 73,0 pereopod 1; 74, 9 pereopod 1; 75, pereopod 6;
76, opleopod 2, posterior; 77, opleopod 2 endopod, anterior; 78, uropod.
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longest seta protruding from apex of upright, giving appearance of short apical
seta. Upright part with transverse suture on posterior surface distal to midlength;
suture leading to medial process ending in 2 divergent sharp tines; distal tine shorter,
smooth; proximal tine longer, with serrate distal margin. Anterior surface of upright part without suture or medial process, more excavated proximally than posterior surface, leaving bases of 2-3 setae more exposed anteriorly than posteriorly.

Figs. 79-84. Salmasellus steganothrix. 79,0 pleopod I; 80-81, <;> right pleopod 2, anterior,
from different specimens; 82, <;> pleopod 3, anterior; 83, 0 pleopod 4, anterior; 84, 0 pleopod
5, anterior.
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Apex of upright ending in rugose cylinder with slender curved tip; spiniform seta inserted on shoulder near base of cylinder in some specimens, absent in others.
9 pleopod 2 oval, margins sparsely armed with naked setae, those on medial margin shorter and absent in small specimens.
Pleopod 3 exopod linguiform, bout 0.6 as wide as long; proximal segment about
0.7 length of distal segment. Pleopods 4 and 5 small, fleshy, without marginal
setae or clearly defined sutures.
Uropods detached from all specimens, largest uropod found about 2.6 mm in
length. Protopod with long spines on margins and surfaces. Rami slender, with long
terminal setal clusters; exopod about 0.7, endopod about 1.2 times length of protopod.
Etymology. The specific name, from the Greek "stegano" = covered and "thrix"
= hair, refers to the covering of the setae of the endopod of the d pleopod 2 by the
walls of the lateral groove.
Ecology. Some physical and biological data for Horseshoe Lake are given by
Anderson (1974, table 6). This lake; at an elevation of 1230 m, has an area of 13
hectares and a maximum known depth of 32 m. The maximum Secchi disk rea.
ding was 12 m. In plankton samples Anderson found 6 species of Cladocera and 4
copepods: Diaptomus silicis, Eucyclops agilis, Acanthocyclops vernalis, and Microcyclops varicans rubellus. To avoid possible confusion, attention is called to the
existence of another Horseshoe Lake in Banff National Park, farther south in Alberta (Anderson, 1974, table 4).
The absence of eyes and body pigment suggest that Salmasellus inhabits underground waters that are connected with Horseshoe Lake by springs.
Salmasellus must have migrated to Horseshoe Lake, presumably from the south,
by groundwater routes since the Pleistocene; it is inconceivable that it could have
survived under the huge thickness of ice that covered the type-locality during the
Pleistocene.

SUMMARY
Fleming's arguments (1973) for reducing Conasellus to a ~ynonym of Asellus are
considered inadequate, but the name Conasellus is replaced by its senior synonym
Caecidotea. Two new troglobitic species of Caecidotea are described, C chiapas
from caves in Chiapas, Mexico, and C sequoiae from Liburn Cave, Tulare County,
California. Asellus californicus is reported from springs in Napa and Santa Clara
Counties; the d pleopod 2 is redescribed, and the species is assigned to the sub.
genus Phreatoasellus. A new genus and species, Salmasellus steganothrix, is described from Horseshoe Lake, Alberta, Canada.

RESUME
Les arguments de Fleming (1973) pour mettre en synonymie Conllsellus et Asellus
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sont consideres comme inadequats. Cependant, Ie nom generique Conasellus est
rem place par son synonyme ante rieur Caecidotea.
Deux nouvelles especes troglobies de Caecidotea sont decrites: C chiapas provenant
de cavernes a Chiapas (Mexique) et Csequoiae de la grotte de Liburn, Comte de Tulare (Californie). Asellus californicus est signale dans des sources des Comtes de Napa et de Santra Clara; Ie pleopode 2 du male est redecrit et l'espece est attribuee au
sOllS-genre Phreatoasellus. Une espece appartenant a un nouveau genre, Sa/masellus steganothrix, est decrite du lac Horshoe, Alberta (Canada).
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Sur les Bathynella de Roumanie: B.(B.) boteai Serban,
B.(B.) vaducrisensis N'sp., B.(B.) plesai Serban et
B.(B.) motrensis Serban
(Bathynellaeea, Bathynellidae)

Premiere partie
par
Eugene SERBAN

SUMMARY
On the BathyneUa from Romania: R(B.) boteai Serban, R(B.) vaducrisensis
N.Sp., R(R) plesai Serban and R(R) motrensis Serban (BathyneUacea,
Bathvnellidae). Part I.
In the first part of the note we present a minute description of the species B.(B.) boteai Serban,
B.(B.) motrensis Serban and B.(B.) plesai Serban. The provisional diagnosis of thes species were
already published in 1971. A new species B.(B.) vaducrisensis is also described. The genus
Bathynelia Vejdovsky is now known in the Romanian fauna with 6 species: four of them
already mentioned, plus B.(B.) paranatans Serban and B.(B.) scythica Botosaneanu and Damian.

INTRODUCTION
Suite a nos contributions initiales sur la taxonomie du genre Bathynella (Serban,
1966, 1966a, 1970), nous avons decrit quatre especes nouvelles de Roumanie:
B.(B.) paranatans, B.(B.j.boteai, B.(B.) motrensis et B.(B.) pieyai (Serban, 1971) .
. L'espece B.( B.) paranatans, dont la morphologie externe a ete presentee exhaustivement dans Ie travail intitule "Bathynella" (Serban, 1972), est devenue Ie taxon Ie
mieux connu du genre, sa description venant compenser, provisoirement, la con.
naissance trop sommaite de I'espece type du genre, B. natans Vejd. D'une part,
ces premiers resultats ont permis la mise en evidence des limites de la structuration
dans Ie genre Bathynella et, d'autre part, ont conduit a une nouvelle conception
taxonomique. Si, auparavant, Ie genre Bathynella etait tenu comme un element qui
peuple Ie monde entier, aujourd'hui on sait qu'il n'est pas Ie seul d'Europe (Serban,
Coineau et Delamare Deboutteville, 1971, 1972; Serban, 1973, 1973a) et que sa
presence en Amerique australe, soutenue par certains auteurs, n'a pas ete encore
* Institut de Spcologie "Emile Racovitza", 9, rue Mihail Moxa, Bucarest. Roumanie.
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prouvee (Delamare Deboutteville et Serban, 1973); notons aussi que l'appartenance des esp(;ces d' Asie et d' Australie au genre Bathynella est egalemcnt sujette a caution.
Dans la presente note, complement a nos recherches sur les Bathynella de Roumanie, nous donnons la description detaillee des especes B.(B.) boteai, (B.(B.)
plesai et B.(B.) motrensis; rappelons que leurs diagnoses preliminaires ont ete
publiees dans une contribution ayant comme but principal la discussion des desi.
derata de la systematique du genre Bathynella (Serban, 1971). Le quatrieme taxon
qui fait l'objet de cette note, B.( B.) vaducrisensis n.sp., n'est que l'espece citee
dans l'etude de Bathynella (Serban, 1972) comme Bathynella sp.
Nous remercions vivement Ie Dr. C. Plesa qui, trouvant lors de ses recherches sur
la faune souterraine de nombreux Bathynella, a eu l'amitie de nous les ceder pour
etude; B.( B.) vaducrisensis n.sp. est la troisieme espece nouvelle decouverte par
notre collegue.

DESCRIPTION DES ESPECES
BathyneUa (Bathynella) boteai Serban, 1971 (PI. 1-8)
Materiel. Les 6 adultes et les 3 individus en cours de developpement postembryonnaire proviennent du milieu interstitiel de la riviere de Dragan; les stations prospectees se trouvent a 500 m du confluent de la riviere de Dragan et la riviere de
Crisul Repede, village Yalea Draganului (a 4 km de la localite Ciucea), dep. de Cluj,
Transylvanie; leg. Fr. .Botea, 28.YII.1965. Jusqu'a present l'espece n'a pas ete reo
trouvee dans d'autres endroits de la region, bien que Ie milieu interstitiel des rivieres de Dragan et de Crisul Repede ait ete bien prospecte. Precisons aussi que les
recherches poursuivies par Fr. Botea et C. Plesa Ie long de la riviere de Dragan ont
eu comme r~sultat la decouverte de plusieurs stations peuplees par B.(B.) paranatans, espece trouvee initialement dans Ie milieu interstitiel de la riviere de Crisul
Repede.
Tail/e. L'espece depasse 1 mm en longueur, certaines femelles atteignant 1,5 mm ou
me me 1,8 mm. Etant donne cette taille, B.(B.) boteai.es.t Ie representant Ie plus
robuste du genre.
Antennule (PI. 1 A). Cet appendice differe de celui de B.(B.) paranatans par l'absence du poil interne et proximal de l'article basal du pedoncule (voir Ie poil aI, PI.
X, in Serban, 1972).
.
Antenne (PI. 1 B.C). Les traits les plus caracteristiques de l'antenne sont la taille
du deuxieme article endopodial et la chetotaxie de l'exopodite. Sf chez B.(B.)
paranatans l'article endopodial. II est plus court que Ie cinquieme, chez B.(B.)
boteai tous les deux ont la meme longueur; vu ce trait, l'antenne, prise dans sa totalite, egale la longueur de l'antennule. L'exopodite, de la meme longueur que l'article endopodial III, ne porte pas Ie poil median que I'on trouve toujours chez
B. (B.) parana tans.
Mandibule (PI. 2). Bien que nous ayons eu a notre disposition seulement 6 indi-
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Planche 1. Bathynella (Bathynella) boteai Serban. A, antennules; B, antenne; C, ramification
apicale de l'organe sensoriel de l'antenne; D, maxillule; E, maxille; F, poil endopodial cilic
sur Ie bord externe (maxille); G, griffe maxillaire.
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O,02mm

Planche 2. Bathynella (Bathy"ella) boteai Serban. Partie masticatrice des mandibules: A, femelle; E, male; C,D, femelle; E,F, femelle.
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vidus, la partie masticatrice de la mandibule, a structure generale typique, presente, chez certains exemplaires, un degre de variabilite de l'avant-derniere dent:
S1 chez l'une des mandibules cette dent conserve la forme habituelle, chez l'autre
elle peut porter 2 ou 3 denticules.
Maxillule TpY:-1-D). Dans la premiere description de l'espece, nous avons mentionne que les 4 dents de cette piece buccale sont des dents maxillulaires ii epines
(chez B.( B.) paranatans on n'en trouve que trois pareilles, la quatrieme etant une
dent maxillulaire glabre). Chez les femelles, l'une des dents apicales porte 3 epines
sur l'une des maxillules et 2 sur l'autre; chez les males, toutes les dents ont 2 epines.
Maxille (PI. 1 E,F ,G). Bien que Ie nombre des phaneres et la structure generale
de cet appendice soient identiques a ceux de B.(B.) paranatans, Ie palpe porte 3
poils endopodiaux cilies sur Ie bord externe et 2 poils endopodiaux simples; chez
B.(B.) paranatans, to us les 5 phaneres du palpe sont des poils endopodiaux simples.
Pereiopodes 1-VII (PI. 3-5). Premiere paire sans epipodite respiratoire; vu de face,
l'exite precoxal des paires anterieurs a un contour general rectangulaire; exopodite
de tous les pereiopodes a 5 poils; eperon coxal de la paire VII du mpe, allonge
(PI. 5 C). En ajoutant aux trois premieres caracteristiques, qui ne se rencontrent
jamais chez B.( B.) paranatans, Ie nombre nettement plus eleve de poils sur la plupart des pereiopodes, on voit que la morphologie des appendices ambulatoires presente une large serie de particularites.
Lors de l'etude de B.( B.) paranatans, nous avons precise que les combinaisons
numeriques les plus frequentes de la chetotaxie ont respectivement 42, 32, 32, 30,
26, 18, 16 poils pour les pereiopodes I-VII des males et 44, 34, 32, 32, 30, 18,
16 poils pour ceux des femelles. Si 1'0n compare maintenant les combinaisons
numeriques les plus completes dans les deux sexes de B.(B.) boteai (tableaux 1
et 2) a celles de B. (B.) parana tans (tableaux 3 et 4), il cst a souligner les remarques suivantes*:
a) tous les pereiopodes de B.(B.) boteai portent un nombre plus grand de poils
que ceux de B.(B.) paranatans, cette difference numerique etant plus marquee chez
les quatre premieres paires; ce fait est du ala chetotaxie plus riche des articles endopodiaux IV pOllan! 4 phaneres sur les pereiopodes I-IV, a celIe des autres articles
endopodiaux (pereiopodes I-VI) et du basipodite (paires I-IV),ainsi qu'a la chetotaxie de l'exopodite des appendices VII, composee de 5 poils;
b) contrairement a la combinaison numerique fondamentale de la chetotaxie des
pereiopodes de B.(B.) paranatans ayant comme element Ie plus frequent Ie nombre
de 2 poils - % 2/22/22/22/23/35/5,
la combinaison de B.(B.) boteai a Ie meme
element represente par Ie nombre de 3 poils - % 3/33/33/33/34/45/5;
c) pour les males et respectivement pour les femelles de B.( B.) paranatans,
la combinaison numerique fondamentale est presente sur les pereiopodes II-III
et III-IV; chez B.( B.) boteai, on la trouve sur les paires H-III des males et II-IV des
. femelles;

*

Certaines de ees remarques ont une valeur relative ear Ie nombre d'cxcmplaires ctudics cst
assez rcduit.
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d) bien que Ie nombre de poils de la premiere paire de B.( B.) boteai soit plus
grand de 12 (miles) et 10 (femelles) que celui de B.(B.) paranatans, les pereiopodes
VII portent seulement 2 poils de plus, difference due a la chetotaxie des exopodites; il reSSQrt done, que la reduction numerique de~ poils dans Ie cadre de la serie
de 7 pereiopodes est plus accusee chez B.(B.) boteai, reduction determinant une
chetotaxie bien semblable sur les derniers pereiopodes des deux especes. Analysons
plus minutieusement ce processus.

Tableau

1.

Combinaisons

Bathynel1a

(Bathynella)

numeriques

boteai

de la chetotaxie

Serban

des pereiopodes

I-VII

(male)

•

Nombre total
de poils

Cx

Bsp

I

II

III

IV

Exp

I

1/1

5/5

5/5

4/4

3/3

4/4

5/5

54

II

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

III

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

IV

o/e

3/3

3/3

3/3

2/2

4/4

5/5

40

V

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

30

VI

0/0

1/1

2/2

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

20

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

Pereiopode

VII

Tableau

2.

Combinaisons

Bathynella
numeriques

(Bathynella)

boteai

de la chetotaxie

Serban

des pereiopodes

I-VII

(femelle)

Pereiopode
I

Exp.

Nombre total
de poils

Cx

Bsp

I

II

III

IV

1/1

5/5

5/5

4/4

3/3

4/4

5/5

54

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

II

0/0

3/3

3/3

III

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

IV

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42
32

V

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

VI

0/0

1/1

2/2

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

20

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18
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Tableau

3.

Combinaisons

Bathynella

(Bathynella)

numeriques

parana tans Serban
des pereiopodes

de la chetotaxie

(male)

(d'apres Serban,

1972)

Nombre total
de poils

Cx

Bsp

I

II

III

IV

Exp

I

1/1

3/3

4/4

3/3

2/2

3/3

5/5

II

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

III

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

IV

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

30

V

0/0

1/1

2/2

1/1

1/1

3/3

5/5

26

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16

Pereiopode

VII

Tableau

0/0

4.

Combinaisons

(Bathynella)

Bathynella
numeriques

paranatans

42

Serban

de la chetotaxie

des perlHopodes

(d'apres Serban,

1972)

(femelle)

I

II

III

IV

Exp

1/1

3/3

4/4

3/3

3/3

3/3

5/5

44

II

0/0

2/2

3/3

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

34

III

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

IV

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

V

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

3/3

30

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16

I

Cx

I-VII

Nombre total
de poils

Bsp

Pereiopode

I-VII

Chez E.(E.) paranatans, on distingue, selon Ie nombre de poils des diverses
paires, trois categories de pereiopodes qui different entre elles par environ 10
phaneres: les paires I, II-Vet VI-VII. Entre la chetotaxie des pereiopodes appartenant au meme groupe les differences sont moins accentuees ou nulles, ayant une valeur maximale de 2 poils. Chez B.( E.) boteai, on trouve quatre categories sembi ables: les pereiopodes I, II-IV, V et VI-VII; dans ce cas, la cinquieme paire se detache
au point de vue numerique des trois autres precedentes, ayant 10 poils de moins
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Planche 3.Bathyn.ella (Bathynella) boteai Scrban. A, pcrciopode I; B, perciopode II.
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4

Planche 4. Bathynella (Bathynella) boteai Serban. A, pcrciopodc Ill; B, pereiopode IV.
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Planche 5. (Bathynella (Bathynella) boteai Serban. A, pereiopode V; B, pereiopode VI; C,
pereiopodc VII.
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que les pereiopodes IV. Selon nollS, cette chetotaxie particuliere des pereiopodes
V de B.(B.) boteai represente l'element Ie plus important qui determine sur les appendices VI et VII une- chetotaxie semblables a celle de B.(B.) paranatans,
Ie decalage numerique des quatre premieres paires entre les deux especes etant reduit considerablement chez la cinquieme (tableau 1-4). Notons encore deux faits:
les pereiopodes V de B.( B.)boteai ont une chetotaxie quiperd tous les traits essentiels caracterisant les paires precedentes, ou plus precisement, la chetotaxie des appendices ambulatoires de B. (B.) boteai: on ne trouve, ni les 4 poils apicaux sur
l'endopodite, ni un nombre eleve de phaneres sur Ie basipodite (3 ou 5 polis). La
combinaison numerique de la chetotaxie des pereiopodes V de B.(B.) boteai est
pour les males et respectivement pour les femelles la meme que celle des pereiopodes IV (0), V (9) de B.( B.) parana tans.
f) il est interessant de noter que Ie nombre plus eleve de poils presents chez
B.( B.) boteai dans les deux premieres categories de pereiopodes se trouve dans une
certaine me sure meme sur les paires VI et VII; il ne s'agit pas seulement de l'exopodite des pereiopodes VB, portant 5 poils, mais aussi des 2 poils de l'article endopodial I des pereiopodes VI; c'est pour la premiere fois que nous avons rencontre ce dernier trait chez une espece de Bathynella;
g) les articles III de l'endopodite des pereiopodes VI sont munis de 4-5 ctenidies;
h) enfin, il faut mentionner que chez une femelle les pereiopodes IV portent
3 poils apicaux, tandis que chez un male, l'un de ces appendices en a 3 et l'autre
4 (il s'agit de l'endopodite).
Pereiopode VIII male (PI. 6, 7, SA). Dans la contribution comprenant la description initiale de l'espece (Serban, 1971), nous avons accorde une attention particuliere a la partie apicale de la plaque anterieure dont la forme est caracteristique
des 4 representants de Roumanie. Dans une note plus recente (Serban, 1973b) il
a ete souligne que la plaque anterieure, vue du cote latero-externe, presente 2 petites procminences apicale~ chez B.( B.) parana tans , 2 mamelons chez B.( B.) motrensis, un prolongement chez B.( B.) boteai et deux prolongements pointus chez
B.( B.) plesai. L'etude des autres representants du genre (voir B.( B.) vaducrisensis
n. sp.) nous a oblige de pousser plus loin I'analyse des pereiopodes VIII males, car
la forme de la partie apicale de la plaque anterieure, a elle seule, ne suffit pas toujours a l'identification_ d'une espece; il y a des cas ou, en depit de la differenciation
accentuee d'une longue serie de caracteres, la plaque anterieure possede une structure identique a celle d'autres especes. C'est cette raison qui no us a determine a
chercher d'autres traits differentiels et, comme on Ie verra, l'un des plus significatifs semble etre la forme du bord de la proeminence externe de la region basaIe du
complexe penien.
Vue de face (PI. 6A), la plaque anterieure du penis de B.( B.) boteai (Plq-ant)
pnlsente deux parties bien individualisees: la moitie basale, bien developpee en largeur et la moitie distale, nettement plus mince et a diametre constant sur la majeure
partie de sa longueur. L'existence de ces deux parties est due surtout a la forme du
bord externe de la plaque qui, etant legerement incline vel'S Ie plan sagittal du penis dans sa partie basale, change de direction en descendant verticalement dans sa
region apicale. Chez les autres especes, ce bord est soit convexe (B.(B.) parana tans
et B.(B.) motrensis), soit droit (B.(B.) plesai).
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Planche 6. Bathynella (Bathynella) boteai Serban. Partie penienne du perciopode VIII males: A,
face rostrale; B, face latcro-externe Ang-pmn-ext, angle de la proeminence externc; Bsp, basipodite; Ep-bsp, cperon du basipodite; Lb-int, lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque antcrieurc; Pm-ext,
procminence extcrne; Pp, papille; pt-Lb, petit lobe.
.

Sur la face latero-externe du penis, la plaque anterieure prend l'aspect d'un lobe
conique dont la partie terminale porte, de son cote rostral, un prolongement bien
developpe. La papiIIe (Pp) est aisement visible.
En dessous de la plaque il yale
lobe interne (Lb-int) et Ie petit lobe (pt-Lb);
Ie premier, moins robuste que la plaque anterieure, occupe la partie mediale de
I'appendice; Ie second, a position externe par rapport au lobe interne, est une formation bien plus petite dont la largeur apicale est deux fois plus courte que sa longueur.
Enfin, un caractere non mentionne jusqu'a present, est la forme rostrale ou caudale de la proeminence externe de la region basale du complexe penien. Comme on
Ie voit dans les planches 6A et 7A, la proeminence externe (Pmn-ext) ales bords
externe et ventral perpendiculaires, formant un angle que nous denommons I'angle
de la proeminence externe (Ang-pmn-ext.)
Pereiopode VIII femelle (pI. 8E). L'exopodite, de longueur relativement egale
a celles du basipodite et de I'endopodite prises ensemble, porte 4 phaneres dans sa
region terminale. Epipodite respiratoire de grande taiIIe.
Pleopode (PL. 8C). Article distal a 4 poils.
Uropode (PI. 8 E,F). Sur Ie sympodite on rencontre 7-8 epines. L'endopodite
porte, outre les 4 poils generalement presents chez les especes du genre BathYllella~
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Planche 7. Batllynel/a (Batllynel/d) boteai Serban. Partie penienne du pcreiopode VIII male:
A, face caudale; B, face latero-interne; Ang-pmn-ext, angle de la proeminence externe; Bsp,
basipodite; Ep-bsp, eperon du basipodite; Lb-int, lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque ant6rireure;
Pmn-ext, proeminence externe.

4 griffes; la quatri<~me, ayant une longueur semblable a celle de l'endopodite, est
respectivement 2 fois, 2,5 et 3,5 a 4 fois plus longue que la troisieme, la deuxieme
et la premiere griffe.
Furca (PI. 80). Le poil 1 est, generalement, deux fois plus long que Ie bras
furcal; les poils 2 et 3, de taille semblable, atteignent les 4/5 de la longueur du premier; Ie poil 4 est d'un tiers plus court que les deux precedents; Ie poil dorsal, de
taille reduite, est respectivement environ deux et trois fois plus court que les poils
4 et 1.
Diagnose. Pereiopode VIII male a plaque antcrieure terminee par un prolongement rostral; proeminence externe a bord en angle droit. Chetotaxie des pereiopodes ambulatoires composee d'un riche nombre de poils; premiere paire a 54 phaneres; Ie quatrieme article endopodial des pereiopodes I-IVa 4 poils; combinaison
numerique fondamentale de la chetotaxie = % 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/34/45/5;
exopodite
des pereiopodes VII a 5 poils. Article distal du pleopode muni de 4 phaneres.
Uropode a 4 griffes endopodiales et 7-8 epines sur Ie sympodite. Poils furcaux 2
et 3, de taille semblable, plus courts que Ie poil 1; poil dorsal, deux fois plus court
que Ie poil 4. Antennule sans poil interne et proximal sur l'article I du pedoncule.
Article endopodial II de l'antenne, de la meme longueur que l'article V; poil median
de l'exopodite, absent.
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Planche 8. Bathynella (Bathynella) boteai Serban. Pcrciopode VIII maic, vue gcnerale; B,
pereiopode VIII femelle; C, pleopode; D, furea, vue ventrale; E,F, uropod.:. 1,2,3,4, les poils
apicaux de la furea; Pl-<1rs,poil dorsal.
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Remarques
Dans la premiere description de l'espece (Serban, 1971), nous avons precise que,
selon les donnees concernant les Bathynella d'Europe, B.(B.) boteai peut etre synonyme de B. chappuisi Delachaux. D'ailleurs, cette possibilite n'etait pas a
exc1ure: d'une part, l'un des caracteres les plus saillants de notre espece, les 4 griffes
de l'endopodite des uropodes, se rencontre aussi chez B. chappuisi; d'autre part,
la description tres sommaire de cette derniere espece a rendu impossible la mise en
evidence des traits separant les deux taxa. A ces deux faits vient s'ajouter un autre:

Tableau

5.

Bathynella

(Bathynella)

Bathynella

caracteres

Caractere

boteai

chappuisi

B.(B.)

Serban

diff~rentiels

B. chappuisi

boteai

Delachaux

Serban

a epines
------------ ---------------------------maxillule

- 4 dents

pereiopodes

- PI sans epipodite

I-VII

- 3 dents a ~pines
---------------------------- PI a ~pipodite
respiratoire

respiratoire
- article

endopodial

des PI-PIV
- combinaison

a

IV

4 phaneres
numerique

- article

V
- combinaison

0/0 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 4/4 5/5

VIII male

a

IV

3 phaneres
num~rique

fondamentale:

---------------------------plaque

endopodial

des PI-P

fondamentale:

perlHopode

et

Delachaux,

anterieure

un prolongement

avec
termi-'

%

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3/3 5/5

---------------------------plaque

ant~rieure

deux mamelons

avec

terminaux

nal et rostral
_ pro eminence
contour

externe

en angle

- complexe

penien

a

droit
forme

de 3 lobes

- pro eminence

externe

semi-circulaire
- complexe

penien

form~

de 4 lobes

pleopode

--=-~-~-::~~:-::~-~~:~~~:~:-l--=-~-~-::~~:-:

uropode

---------------------------_ sympodite a 7-8 epines

distal

furca

distal'

---------------------------- sympodite a 6 epines

----------------------------~---------------------------- poils

2 et 3 de la meme

plus court

1 et 2 de la meme

taille

taille
poil dorsal

- poils

beaucoup
que le poil 4

poil dorsal

moins

que le poil 4

court
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P.A. Chappuis (1924-1925, 1944) et P. Bartok (1944) ont soutenu que B. chappuisi est largement repandu dans les eaux souterraines de Transylvanie. Tout recemment, grace a l'amabilite de M.l.G. Bear de I'Universite de Neuchatel et de
M.Y. AeIlen du Museum de Geneve, E. Serban et CI. Delamare DeboutteviIIe
(1974) ont pu etudier Ie materiel original de B. chappuisi. Si I'on compare maintenant B.(B.) boteai a B. chappuisi, on voit qu'en dehors de leur ressemblance au
niveau de la chetotaxie de I'endopodite des uropodes, les autres caracteres sont
bien differents (tableau 5). Rappelons egalement que la probabilite de I'existence
d'un lobe parapenien dans la morphologie du pereiopode VIII mille de B. chappuisi separe cette espece de to us les representants du sous-genre Bathynella (Bathynella) tout en la rapprochant de B.( L.) lombardica, espece type du sous-genre Bathynella (Lombardobathynella) Serbim, 1973 a).
Compte tenu des Bathynella d'Europe dont la description est plus detaiIIee,
B.( B.) boteai s'individuaIise, d'apres la chetotaxie des pereiopodes, comme une
forme tout a fait particuliere. Meme si I'on considere certains representants de la
sous famiIIe des Gallobathynellinae Serban, Coineau et Delamare DeboutteviIIe
ayant I'article apical de certaines paires de pereiopodes muni de 4 poils, Ie nombre
de 54 phaneres sur les pereiopodes I ainsi que la combinaison numerique fondamentale dont I'element Ie plus frequent est Ie nombre de 3 poils restent des traits
tout a fait specifiques de B.(B.) boteai.
Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. (PI. 9-15)
Materiel. Plusieurs exemplaires collectes par C. Plesa du milieu interstitiel de la
riviere souterraine de la grotte "Pestera Vadul Crisului" ("Pestera lui Zichy"), dep.
de Bihor, Transylvanie. La capture systematique de la faune souterraine aquatique
de cette grotte (1957-1961) a permis a notre collegue de trouver plus de 2000Bathynella (Plesa, 1967) appartenant a plusieurs especes;I'especeB.(B.)
vaducrisensis
n.sp. semble etre peu representee en comparaison avec les autres; I'etude de ces dernieres fera I'objet d'une autre contribution. Quelques observations sur la morphologie de B.(B.) vaducrisensis n.sp. ont ete inserees dans notre etude sur Bathynella
(Serban, 1972); comme il a deja ete mentionne, Bathynella sp, denomination provisoire utilisee alors, n'est en fait que B.( B.) vaducrisensis dont les sch~rites cuticulaires ont ete decrits (Serban, 1972, PI.LXI).
Taille: 1 mm - 1,2 mm.
Antennule (PI.9 A). L'article basal du pedoncule n'a qu'un seul poil sur sa face
interne.
Antenne (P1.9 B). L'article endopodial II, plus court que Ie cinquieme, est de la
meme longueur que I'article IV. Le poil median n'est pas developpe sur I'exopodite;
ramification apicale de I'organe sensoriel similaire a celIe de B.(B.) boteai.
Mandibule (PI.9 C). Partie masticatrice a structure typique. La derniere dent
porte sur son bord un petit denticule.
Maxillule (fig.9 D). Toutes les dents maxiIIulaires munies de 2 epines; sur I'une
des dents apicales, elles sont tres reduites.
Maxille (pI.9 E). Les 5 phaneres du palpe sont des poils endopodiaux simples.
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9

9. Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. A, antennule;
B, antenne; C, partie masde la mandibule; D, region distale de la maxillule; E, lcs poils du palpe maxillaire.
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Pereiopodes 1-VII (PI. 10-12). L'epipodite respiratoire n'est pas deve10ppe sur
les pereiopodes I. Vu deface, l'exite precoxal differe de celui de B.(B.) boteai,
ayant Ie bord arrondi. Eperon coxal des pereiopodes VII males, court. Quant a la
chetotaxie (tableaux 6 et 7), il y a lieu de faire les observations suivantes:
a) consideree dans son ensemble, la chetotaxie des pereiopodes rapproche I'espece en question de B.( B.) boteai, Ie nombre total des poils, leur repartition sur les
diverses paires et l'identite de la combinaison numerique fondamentale prouvant
des affinites incontestables; toutefois, Ie nombre maximal et Ie nombre minimal
de poils, tous Ie deux plus reduits, la frequence -elle aussi plus reduite- des 4 poils

Tableau

6.

Combinaisons

Bathynella

(Bathynella)

numeriques

vaducrisens~s

de la chetotaxie

n.sp.

des pereiopodes

I-VII

(male)

Pereiopode

Cx

Bsp

I

I

1/1

3/3

II

0/0

3/3

III

0/0

3/3

Nombre total
de poils

II

III

IV

Exp

5/5

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

5/5

38

48

IV

0/0

2/2

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

V

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

30

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16

Tableau

7.

Combinaisons

Bathynella

(Bathynella)

numeriques

vaducrisensis

de la chetotaxie

n.sp.

des pereibpodes

I-VII

(femelle)

Pereiopode

Cx

Bsp

I

II

III

IV

Exp

Nombre total
de poils

I

1/1

3/3

5/5

4/4

3/3

4/4

5/5

50

II

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

III

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

4/4

5/5

42

IV

0/0

2/2

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

5/5

38

V

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

30

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16
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sur l'article endopodial IV des divers penSiopodes, ainssi que Ie nombre des phaneres surl'exopodite des appendices VII sont des elements qui individualisent B.( B.)
vaducnsensis n.sp. par rapport a B.( B.) boteai;

Planche 10. Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. A, pcniiopode I, B, pereiopode II.
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Planche 11. Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. A, pcrciopode III; B, perciopodc V.
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Planche 12. Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. A, pereiopodc
C, epcron coxal du pereiopode VII male.

VI; B, pereiopode

VII;
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Planche 13. Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. Partie penienne du pereiopode VIII
male: A, face rostrale; B, face latero.-externe. Bsp, basipodite; Ep-bsp, eperon du basipodite;
Lb-int, lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque anterieure; Pmn-ext, procminence externe; Pp, papille;
pt-Lb, petit lobe.
I

b) chez B.( B.) vaducnsensis n.sp., Ie basipodite ne porte jamais plus de 3poils,
les pereiopodes IV n'ont jamais 4 poils sur l'artic1e terminal de l'endopodite et la
combinaison numerique fondamentale de la chetotaxie ne se rencontre que sur
les paires II et III.
.
Peniiopode VIII male (PI. 13, 14). La plaque anterieure (plq-ant) est pareille
a celIe de B.(B.) boteai. La proeminence externe de la region basale du complexe
penien (Pmn-ext) montre une structure caracteristique, son bord externe etant
arrondi (PI. l3A, 14A). Un autre trait qui distingue I'espece, c'est Ie petit lobe
(pt-Lb), plus allonge que celui de B.(B.) boteai. Comme on peut Ie voir sur la figure 13, la partie terminale du lobe se trouve au meme niveau que la papille de la
plaque anterieure, situation qui ne se rencontre pas chez B.( B.) boteai ou Ie lobe
est visiblement plus court (PI. 6).
Pereiopode' VIII [emelle (PI. 15A). Les 2 poils situes sur les bords de l'exopodite se trouvent a la limite distale du tiers median de la rame; chez B.( B.) boteai,
ils sont plus proches de !'extremite apicale.
Pleopode (PI. 15B). L'artic1e distal est muni de 3 poils.
Uropode (PI. 15C). Le sympo~ite porte 8-9 epines; Ie nombre maximal est
plus frequent chez les femelles que chez les males. Les 3 griffes de l'endopodite
ont les dimensions suivantes: la griffe distale est de la meme longueur que la rame;
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Planche 14. Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. Partie penienne du pereiopode VIIl
male: A, face caudaIe; B, face latero-interne. Bsp, basipodite; Ep-bsp, eperon du basipoditc;
Lb-int, lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque antcricurc; Pmn-ext, proeminence externe.

la griffe mediane atteint les 2/3 de la precedente; la griffe proximale egale un tiers
de la longueur de la griffe distale.
Furca (PI. 15D ,E). Le poil I, qui depasse d'un tiers de sa longueur Ie bras furcal,
est egal au poil 2; Ie poil 3, atteignant deux tiers de la longueur des deux precedents, est presque deux fois plus long que Ie poil 4; Ie poil dorsal, environ trois
fois plus court que Ie poil 1, egale Ie quatrh~me.
Diagnose. Pereiopode VIII male a plaque anterieure semblable a celie de B.(B.)
boteai; proeminence externe a bord arrondi. Pereiopodes I portant 48-50 phaneres;
paires I-III des deux sexes a 4 poils sur l'article endopodial IV; combinaison numerique fondamentale de la chetotaxie = % 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/34/45/5;
exopodite des
pereiopodes VII muni de 4 poils. Pleopode a 3 poils sur l'article distal. Endopodite
des uropodes a 3 griffes; sympodite portant 8-9 epines. Poils furcaux 1 et 2 de tailIe semblable; poil dorsal et poil 4 de la meme longueur. Antennule comme chez
B.(B.) boteai. Antenne ayant l'article endopodial II plus court que Ie cinquieme;
poil median de I'exopodite, absent.
Remarques
La maniere par laquelle s'individualise B. (B.) vaducrisensis par rapport a B.( B.)
boteai, especes dont I~ proche parente est incontestable, revele un nouvel aspect
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Planche 15. Bathynella (Bathynella) vaducrisensis n.sp. A, pcrciopodc vln femelle; B, plcopode; C, uropode; D, furea, vue dorsalc; E, furea, vue latero-externc. 1,2,3,4, p'Jils apicaux de la
furea; PI-drs, poil dorsal.
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Tableau

8.

Bathynella
Bathynella

(Bathynella)

-(Bathynella)
similitudes

Caractere

boteai

Serban

vaducrisensis

et

n.sp.,

et differences

B. (B.) vaducrisensis

B. (B.) boteai

n.s

Serban
- poil

antennule

interne

et basal

du pedoncule

•

de l'article

I

non developpe

---------------------------------------------------------- poil median

antenne

- articles

et V de la meme

1-

de l'exopodite,

endopodiaux

II

longueur

absent

article
court

endopodial

que l'article

II plus
V

maxillule

---------------------------- 4 dents a epines

maxille

-=-~:~~:-~-~-~:~~:-:~~:~:=--]-=-~:~~:-~-~-~:~
diaux

cilies

externe

-----------------------------

sur le bord

et 2 poils

sim-

ples

---------------------------_ combinaison

pereiopodes

-----------------------------

fondamentale

de la chetotaxie:

0/0 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 4/4 5/5

I-VII
- article

endopodial

a

PI-P

IV

IV des! - article

4 poils

endopodial

a

PI-PIII

IV des

4 poils

-~-;;;~;:~::_::_::::_:_:_--- -~-;;;~;:~::_::_::::_:_:_---- region

pereiopode
VIII male

_ pro eminence
Gontour
pleopode
uropode

furca

terminale

de la plaque

avec un prolongement

a

externe

rectangulaire

a 4 poils
---------------------------- sympodite a 7-8 epines
- endopodite a 4 griffes
- article

- poils

distal

2 et 3 de taille

court

-

proeminence
contour

externe

a

semi-circulaire

----------------------------- article distal a 3 poils
._---------------------------- sympodite a 8-9 epines

a

- endopodite

3 griffes

----------------------------- poils

1 et 2 de taille

semblable

semblable
poil dorsal

anterieure

rostral

2 fois plus

que le poil

4

poil dorsal
longueur

de la meme

que le poil

4
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du processus de la speciation dans Ie sous-genre Bathynella (Bathynella). On constate des remaniements au niveau de plusieurs appendices qui, tout en etant similaires par certains traits, sont, en me me temps, bien differencies selon d'autres.
Meme les elements qui prouvent l'affinite des deux especes, a savoir la chetotaxie
des pereiopodes I-VlIet la morphologie des pereiopodes VIII males, presentent,
a cote d'une ressemblancegenerale
frappante, une differenciation importante.
Cet aspect de l'individualisation specifique demontre qu'une connalssance approfondie de la morphologie de tous les appendices s'impose, celle-ci etant la seule
qui puisse conduire a tirer au clair les rapports reels entre les divers taxa.
En considerant les pereiopodes VIII males, on voit, une fois de plus, que ces
appendices sont les seuls a indiquer aut ant l'appartenance de B.( B.) vaducrisensis
n.sp. au sous-genre Bathynella(Bathynella) et sa place a cote de B.(B.) boteai, que
sa qualite d'espece valide. Meme si la chetotaxie des pereiopodes I-VII vient renforcer, par ses traits les plus importants, les deux dernieres indications d'ordre systematique que nous offre l'etuce des penis, eUe n'implique pas a eUe seule, les memes
resultats. Ce point de vue peut etre aisement verifie si l'on essaye d'elucider, seulement d'apres la morphologie des femeties, la position systematique de l'espece.
Pour mieux mettre en evidence les rapports morphologiques entre les deux
taxa decrits, dans Ie tableau 8 on presente aussi bien les ressemblances que les
differences entre leurs appendices.
Bathynella(Bathynella)

plesai Serban, 1971 (PI. 16-21)

Materiel. L'espece a ete decrite pour la premiere fois (Serban, 1971) d'apres 2 males
trouves par C. Plesa dans la grotte "Pestera Closani", village C1osani, dep. de Gorj,
Oltenie, 30. VIII. 1960. Onze ans apres, C. Plesa retrouve l'espece dans la meme
grotte, collectant un plus grand nombre d'individus (l4.x.197I).
Les donnees
ci-dessousont ete obtenues en etudiant, non seulement Ie materiel de 1960, mais
aussi les 5 males et 5 femelles provenant de la seconde capture.
Taille: 0,7 mm - 0,85 mm.
Antennule (PI. 16A). De meme que chez B.(B.) paranatans, l'article basal du
pedoncule porte 2 poils sur sa face latero-interne.
Antenne (PI. 16B). Les articles II et IV de l'endopodite, de la meme longueur,
sont plus courts que Ie cinquieme. L'exopodite est presque de la meme longueur
que I'article endopodial III; poil median bien developpe.
Mandibule (PI. 16C). Elle conserve la structure typique.
Maxillule (PI. 16D). Dans la partie distale de cette piece buccale on trouve 3
dents maxillulaires a epines et une dent glabre. Chez deux males, la dent mediane
(la deuxieme) de l'une des maxillules est munie de 3 epines.
Maxille (PI. 16E). Les 5 poils du palpe sont des poils endopodiaux simples.
Pereiopodes I-VII (PI. 17, 18, 21A). La paire I ne porte pas d'epipodite respiratoire; I'exite precoxal, vu de face, a contour semi-circulaire; eperon coxal des
pereiopodes VII males, allonge.
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Planche 16. Bathynella (Bathynella) plesai Serban. A, antennule; B, antenne; C, partie masticatrice de la mandibule; D, region distalc de la maxillule; E, les pails du palpe maxiIlaire.
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Planche 17. Bathynella (Bathynella) plesai Serban. A, pereiopodc I; B, pCH'iopodc II; C, pereiopode VII.
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[

Planche 18. Bathynella (Bathynella) plesai Scrban. A, pcrciopodc III; B, pcrciopode V; C,
pcreiopodc vC
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Planche 19. Bathynella (Bathynella) plesai Serban. Partie peniennc du peniiopode VIII malc:
A, face rostrale; B, face latcro-externe. Bsp, basipodite; Ep-bsp, cperon du basipodite; Lb-int,
lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque antcrieure; Pmn-ext. procminence extcrne; Pp, papille; pt-Lb,
petit lobe.

La chetotaxie. bien differente de celIe des especes B.( B.) boteai et B.( B.) vaducrisensis n. sp., ressemble generalement a celIe de B.( B.) paranatans; toutefois, certaines caracteristiques que no us verrons plus bas ne sont pas a negliger:
a) autant chez les males (tableau 9) que chez les femelles (tableau 10), la chetotaxie des pereiopodes I est plus reduite que chezB.(B.) paranatans, etant composee de 40 et respectivement 42 poils; cette reduction numerique a lieu au niveau du
premier article endopodial qui ne porte jamais plus de 3 poils;
b) la combinaison numerique fondamentale de la chetotaxie, % 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2
3/3 5/5, identique a celIe de B.(B.) paranatans, est presente sur les pereiopodes II
et III des deux sexes; ceci distingue l'espece de B.(B.) paranatans dont les paires
II-III des males et III-IV des femelles portent une chetotaxie correspondant a la
combinaison numerique fondamentale;
c) bien que la chetotaxie des pereiopodes IV soit variable, les pereiopodes V des
deux sexes ont toujours Ie meme nombre de poils; 1a combinaison % 1/1 1/1 1/1
1/1 3/35/5, comprenant 24 phaneres, represente la chetotaxie la moins riche de ces
appendices qui se rencontre chez les especes du genre Bathynella;
d) vu l'identite de la combinaison numerique des pereiopodes V des deux sexes
ainsi que celIe des paires II et III, VI et VII, il ressort que chez B.( B.) plesai on
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Planche 20. Bathynella (Bathynella) plesai Serban. Partie penienne du pereiopode VIII male:
A, fate caudale; B, face latero-interne. Bsp, basipodite; Ep-bsp, eperon du basipodite; Lb-int,
lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque anterieure; Pmn-ext, procminence externe.
.

trouve 5 paires d'extremites ambulatoires ayant la meme chetotaxie chez les males
que chez les femelles; rappelons que chez B.(B.) paranatans cette identite n'est
valable que dans Ie cas des 3 paires - pereiopodes III, VI et VII;
e) comme il a ete deja souligne (Serban, 1971), la chetotaxie des pereiopodes se
caracterise aussi par les dimensions du phanere median des articles apicaux des endopodites (paires I-V), visiblement plus robuste que les deux autres;
f) generalement, l'article endopodial III des paires VI et VII porte 4 ctenidies;
g) enfin, une derniere remarque quant au nombre bien variable des poils exopodiaux des pereiopodes VI: dans Ie cas de 3 exemplaires, nous avons trouve 4
poils sur un appendice et 5 sur l'autre, chez 4 individus, 4 poils sur les deux appendices, tandis que chez 3 autres, 5 poils.
[Jereiopode VIII male (PI. 19, 20). La plaque anterieure (plq-ant) se termine par
2 prolongements pointllS; Ie prolongement qui se trouve dans la partie rostrale,
trois fois plus long que Ie prolongement caudal (PI. 19B, 20B), a une largeur basale
qui depasse les 2/3 de la partie de la plaque qui Ie porte. Vue de face, la plaque anterieure prend un aspect triangulaire, sa region apicale etant pointue (region qui
correspond au prolongement rostral). Le petit lobe (pt-Lb) est allonge. La proeminence externe (pmn-ext) a Ie bord semi-circulaire (pI. 19A), 20A).
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Tableau

9.

Combinaisons

Bathynella

(Bathynella)

numeriques

plesai

de la chetotaxie

Serban

des pereiopodes

I-VII

(male)

Pereiopode

Cx

Bsp

I

II

III

IV

Exp

Nombre total
de poils

I

1/1

3/3

3/3

3/3

2/2

3/3

5/5

40

II

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

III

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

IV

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

1/1

3/3

5/5

28

V

0/0

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

3/3

5/5

24

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16

Tableau

10. Bathynella

Combinaisons

(Bathynella)

numeriques

plesai

de la chetotaxie

Serban

des pereiopodes

I-VII

(femelle)

Pereiopode

Nombre total
de poils

Cx

Bsp

I

II

III

IV

Exp

I

1/1

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

5/5

II

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

III

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

42

IV

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

30

V

0/0

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

3/3

5/5

24

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5,

18

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16

Pereiopode VIII [emelle (PI. 2IB). L'exopodite est plus long que Ie basipodite
et l'endopodite pris ensemble. Les deux poils de ses bords sont situes a la limite
distale du tiers median de la rame.
Pleopode (PI. 2Ie). L'artic1e distal du pleopode est pourvu, pareillement a celui
de B.( B.) parana tans , de 5 poils.
Uropode (PI. 2ID). Le sympodite porte 6-7 epines. La griffe terminale de l'endopodite, plus longue que la rame, est d'un tiers de sa longueur pius developpee
que la griffe mediane; la griffe proximale est deux fois plus courte que la griffe
distale.
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Planche 21. Bathynella (Bathynella) plesai Serban .. A, eperon coxal du pereiopode VII male;
B, pereiopode VIIl femelle; C, p1eopode; D, uropode; E, furea, face dorsa1e; F, furea, face
1atero-externe. 1,2,3,4, poils apicaux de la furca; PI-drs, poil dorsal.
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Tableau

11. Bathynella

(Bathynella)

Bathynella

plesai

(Bathynella)

caracteres

Caractere

SERBAN
Serban

et

ru'ffoi Serban,

differentiels

B. (B.) plesai

B.(B.)

Serban
antenne

- exopodite

a

poil median

---------------------------pereiopodes

PI sans epipodite

I-VII

ruffoi

Serban

respi-

- exopodite

sans poil

median

--------------------------PI a epi~odite respi-

ratoire

ratoire

- poil median

de l'article

- poil median

de l'arti-

IV

(PI-P ) de taille bien
V
plus robuste que les

cle IV (PI-P ) d'une
V
robustesse moins

autres

accentuee

-=_:y!!_~-~-~~~::_=~~~~~~~~~
-=_:y!!~-=-~~~::_=
pereiopode

- plaque

VIII male

anterieure

prolongements

a

2

- plaque

de taille

bien differente
- partie

apicale

longements,

moins
des pro-

anterieure

prolongements

2

differente

- partie

pointue

a

de taille

apicale

longements,

des pro-

arrondie

------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------pleopode

- article

distal

a

5 poils

------------ ---------------------------furca

-

poil

1 plus

poil

2

long que le

poil dorsal,
plus court

2,5 fois

que le poil

- article

distal

a

4 poils

---------------------------

-

poil

1 egal

poil dorsal,
court

au poil

2

3 fois plus

que le poil

1

Furca (PI. 21E, F). Lors de la premiere description de l'espece (Serb an, 1971),
il a the precise que la [urea se caracterise par la reduction graduelle de la longueur
des poils 1-4. L'etude du nouveau materiel permet de mentionner aussi d'autres
traits: Ie poil 1, deux fois et demie plus long que Ie bras furcal, depasse d'un quart
de sa longueur Ie poil 2; Ie poil 3 atteint les 4/5 de la longueur du precedent; Ie poil
dorsal, de meme tailIe que Ie poil 4, est moins de trois fois plus court que Ie poil I.
Diagnose. Plaque anterieure du pereiopode VIII male finissant par 2 prolongements pointus; prolongement rostral, plus developpe que Ie prolongement caudal;
proeminence externe a bord arrondi, semi-ci~culaire. Pereiopodes I a 40-42 poils;
combinaison numerique fondamcntale de la chetotaxie, %
2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3/3
5/5, presente sur les paires II et III des deux sexes; les pereiopodes V, a chetotaxie
identique dans les deux sexes, portent 24 poils terminaux; paire I-Va 3 poils; poil.
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median visiblement plus robuste; exopodite des penHopodes VII a 4 poils. Article distal du pleopode avec Spoils. Uropode muni de 6-7 epines sur Ie sympodite et de 3 griffes endopodiales. Poils fmc aux 14 de tailles qui se reduisent graduellement; poil dorsal, de longueur egale au poil 4, est moins de trois fois plus court que Ie poil 1.
Antennule, maxillule et maxille pareilles a celles de B.( B.) parana tans .
Remarques
Selon la plupart des caracteres, B.(B.) plesai est plus proche de B.(B.) parana tans
que de B.(B.) boteai ou de l'espece nouvelle B.(B.) vaducrisensis n. sp. Mais les
pereiopodes VIII males, la furca et la chetotaxie des pereiopodes distinguent nettement ce taxon de B.( B.) parana tans.
Un probleme qui merite d'etre pose est celui des rapports morphologiques entre
B.(B.) plesai Serban de Roumanie et B.(B.) ruffoi Serban d'Italie.
Grace a l'amabilite de M. Sandro Ruffo du Museo -Civico di Storia Naturale,
Verona, nous avons eu la chance d'etudier certains materiaux provenant de la Lombardie (Serban, 1973). Nous avons decrit deux especes nouvelles, B.(B.) ruffoi et
B.( B.) lambardica, en instituant pour la seconde un nouveau sous-genre, Bathynella( Lombardabathynella).
A la suite de ces recherches, les Bathynelles de la
Peninsule sont representes par deux taxa appartenant au genre Bathynella auxquels s'ajoute l'espece stammeri (Delamare Deboutteville, 1960); selon nous, cette
derniere doit etre tenue comme Ie representant d'un genre independant, Antrobathynella Serban (Serban, 1973a). En considerant la morphologie du penis,
l'espece ruffai s'avere proche de B.(B.) plesai, ces deux taxa etant les seuls a avoir
les plaques anterieures munies de deux prolongements apicaux. En partant de la
nouvelle description de B.(B.) plesai et pour mieux souligner les relations entre
celui-ci et B.(B.) ruffai, dans Ie tableau 11 on a donne les caracteres les plus importants qui separent les deux taxa. Comme on Ie voit, en dehors de la differenciation
de la furca, des pereiopodes I et du pereiopode VIII male, on trouve aussi d'autres
traits distinctifs, comme la chetotaxie de l'exopodite antennaire, des pereiopodes
et du pleopode.
Bathynella (BathynelIa) motrensis Serban, 1971 (pI. 22-26)
Materiel. Les 10 individus etudies proviennent du milieu interstitiel
de Motm Mare, village Closani, dep. de Gorj, Oltenie, IS,IV.19S9,

de la riviere
lS.x.1960,

20.VIII.l967.
Taille: environ 1 mm.
Antennule (PI. 22A). L'article basal du pedoncule porte les 2 poilsde la face
latero-interne.
Antenne (PI. 22B). L'article endopodial II, de la me me taille que Ie quatrieme,
est plus court que l'article V. L'exopodite, bien developpe, depasse la longueur
de l'article endopodial III.
Mandibule (PI. 22C). Sa partie masticatrice ne presente pas de differences par
rapport a celle des mandibules de B.( B.) parana tans et B.( B.) plesai.
Maxillule (PI. 22D). Elle est identique a celle de B.(B.) paranatans.
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Planche 22. Bathynella (Bathynella) motrensis Serban. A, antennule; B, antenne; C, partie
masticatrice de la mandibule; D, region distale de la maxillule; E, les poils du palpe maxillaire.
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Maxille (PI. 22E). Les 5 phaneres du palpe sont des poils endopodiaux simples.
Pereiopodes 1-VII (PI. 23). L'epipodite respiratoire n'est pas developpe sur les
pereiopodes I; l'exite precoxal a bord arrondi. La chetotaxie ressemble a celle de
B.(B.) paranatans et B.(B.) plesai; elle pnlsente lesparticularites suivantes (tableaux
12 et 13):
a) par Ie nombre et la repartition des poils, la chetotaxie des pereiopodes I des
males rappelle B.(B.) plesai, tandis que celie des memes appendices femelles, B.(B.)
paranatans;

Tableau

(Bathynella)

12. Bathynella

Combinaisons

numeriques

motrensis

de la chetotaxie

Serban

des pereiopodes

I-VII

(m.He)

Pereiopode

Nombre total
de poils

II

III

IV

Exp

3/3

3/3

2/2

3/3

5/5

40

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

Cx

Bsp

I

I

1/1

3/3

II

0/0

III

0/0

IV

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

1/1

3/3

5/5

28

V

0/0

1/1

2/2

1/1

1/1

3/3

5/5

26

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16

Tableau

13. Bathynella

Combinaisons

numeriques

(Bathynellal

motrensis

de la chetotaxie

Serban

des pereiopodes

I-VII

(femelle)

Nombre total
de poils

II

III

IV

Exp

4/4

3/3

3/3

3/3

5/5

44

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

Cx

Bsp

I

I

1/1

3/3

II

0/0

2/2

III

0/0

Pereiopode

IV

0/0

2/2

2/2

2/2

2/2

3/3

5/5

32

V

0/0

1/1

2/2

2/2

1/1

3/3

5/5

28

VI

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

5/5

18

VII

0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

0/0

2/2

4/4

16
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Planche 23. Bathynella (Bathynella) motrensis Serban. A, perciopode
C, pcreiopode VII; 0, cperon coxal du pcrciopode VII male.

I; B, pereiopode V;
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Planche 24. Bathynella (Bathynella) motrensis Serban. Partie penienne du perciopode VIII
male: A, facc rostrale; B, face latero-externe. Bsp, basipodite; Ep-bsp, cperon du basipodite;
Lb-int, lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque anterieure; Pmn-ext, proeminence externe; Pp, papille;
pt-Lb, petit lobe.

b) la combinaison numenque fondamentalc - %
2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3/3 5/5 -,
identique a celie des especes mentionnees, est presente sudes pereiopodes II et
III des males et H-IY des femelles. Si l'existence de cette combinaison sur les
pereiopodesIl
des deux sexes, d'une part, et sur les pereiopodes IV des femelles,
d'autre part, est urie caracteristique qui se trouve chez B.(B.) plesai et respectivement chez B. (B.) parana tans, sa presence, chez les femelles, sur trois paires de
pereiopodes, reste un trait qui ne se rencontre que chez B.( B.) boteai;
c) l'exopodite des paires VII est muni de 4 poils;
d) I'article' endopodial III des pereiopodes VI et VII porte 3 ctenidie~.
PerCiopode VIII male (PI. 24, 25). La face rostrale de la plaque anterieure (Plqant; PI. 24A), d'aspect similaire a celle de B.(B.) paranatans. La partie apicale de la
plaque a deux mamelons; Ie mamelon rostral est plus developpe que Ie mamelon
caudal. La proeminence externe (Pmn-ext), generalement a contour arrondi, presente toutefois un angle dans la region ou les parties verticale et horizon tale du
bord entrent en connexion. Chez B.( B.) parana tans et B.( B.) plesai, Ie bord est
parfaitement semi-circulaire.
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Planche 25. Bathyne/la (Bathynella) motrensis Serban. Partie penienne du pereiopode VIII
male: A, face caudale; B, face latero-interne. Bsp, basipodite; Ep-bsp, eperon du basipodite;
Lb.int, lobe interne; Plq-ant, plaque anterieure; Pmn-ext, proeminence extcrne.

?ereiopode VIII femelle (pt. 26A). Chez toutes les femelles etudiees, cet appendice se remarque par l'allongement de l'exopodite, 1,5 fois plus long que Ie basipodite et l'endopodite pris ensemble.
PhJopode (pt. 268). Article distal a 5 poils.
Uropode (PI. 26C). Le sympodite porte toujours 5 epines. La griffe distale,
une fois et demie plus longue que l'endopodite, depasse respectivement d'environ
deux et trois fois la longueur de la griffe mediane et de la griffe proximale.
Furca (pt. 26E,D): Poils I et 2, de meme taille; Ie poil 3, atteignant deux tiers
de la longueur des premiers, est deux fois plus long que Ie poil 4. Le poil dorsal,
un peu plus de deux fois et demie plus court que Ie poil I, est egal au poil 4.
Diagnose. La plaque anterieure du pereiopode VIII male porte 2 mamelons
apicaux; mamelon rostral mieux developpe; la proeminence externe, a bord arrondi, presente uri. angle dans sa region ventrale. La chetotaxie des pereiopodes se
caracterise par la presence de la combinaison numerique fondamentale %
2/2
2/2 2/2 2/2 3/3 5/5 sur les paires II-III des males et II-IV des femelles; article endopodial IV des paires I-Va 3 poils; exopodite des pereiopodes VII avec 4 poils.
Exopodite des pereiopodes VIII femelles, deux fois et demie plus long que Ie basipodite et l'endopodite pris ensemble. Article distal diJ pleopode muni de 5 phaneres. Poils furcaux I et 2 de taille semblable; Ie poil dorsal, de la me me longueur
que Ie poil 4, est un peu plus de deux fois et demie plus court que Ie poil I.
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Planche 26. Bathynella (Bathynella) motrensis Serban. A, pcreiopode VIII femelle; B, pleopode; C, uropode; D, furca; face dorsale; E, furca, face latcro-externe. 1,2,3,4, poils apicaux de
la furca; Pl-drs, poil dorsal.
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Remarques
Parmi les quatre especes decrites par no us en 1971, c'est B.(B.) motrensis qui a
souleve les plus nombreuses incertitudes en ce qui concerne sa validite; sa ressemblance generale avec B.(B.) parana tans (voir antennule, maxillule, maxille, chetotaxie des pereiopodes et la furca) et surtout la similitude des pereiopodes VIII
males, furent des elements presupposant son statut infraspecifique. Mais, compte
tenu des donnees tres fragmentaires que nous possections sur les Bathynella de
Roumanie et surtout celles concernant leur repartition sur Ie territoire de notre
pays, il nous a ete impossible de lui conferer ce statuto Lors des dernieres recherches faites avant d'achever l'etude intitu1ee "Bathynella" (Serban, 1972), nous
avons mis en evidence un autre element structural soutenant I'!,validite de l'espece
B.(B.) motrensis. II s'agit du dessin argyrophile de la cuticule qui, d'apres les sclerites du pleon, est bien different de celui de B.(B.) parana tans (voir les'planches
XIX, XX et LXII in Serban, 1972). Ce nouveau caractere, de me me que I'absence
de l'epipodite respiratoire sur les pereiopodes I, la chetotaxie des appendices ambulatoires, la forme de la plaque anterieure et de la proeminence externe du penis et
Ie nombre des epines sur Ie sympodite des uropodes prouvent que B.( B.) motrensis
doit etre tenu comme une espece independante par rapport a B.(B.) paranatans.

RESUME
Dans cette 'premiere partie de la note on presente la description detaillee des especes
B.(B.) boteai Serban, B.(B.) motrensis Serban et B.(B.) plesai Serban dont les
diagnoses preliminaires ont ete publiees en 1971; une espece nouvelle, B. (B.) vaducrisensis n. sp., est egalement decrite. A l'heure actuelle, Ie genre Bathynella Vejdovsky est represente dans la faune de la Roumanie par 6 taxa, aux quatre especes
deja mentionnees s'ajoutant B.( B.) parana tans Serban et B.( B.) scythica Botosaneanu et Damian.

N.B. La bibliographie

sera don nee a la fin de la deuxieme partie de ce travail.
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Pseudosinellastyriaca sp.n. (Collembola: Entomobryidae)
a New Collembolan Species from the Styrian Cave
"Raudner - Hohle" (Austria)

by
Heinz NEUHERZ* and Josef NOSEK**

DESCRIPTION
Length of body of the Pseudosinella - specimens without antennae and furcula: 1.1104 mm. Pigment and eyes absent. Claw III is very similar to that of Pseudosinella
immaculata (Lie - Pettersen, 1896). The repartition of macro chaetae on the head
and abdomen is quite different.
Head. - The ratio of antennae: diagonal of head is 1.9 : 1. Sense organ of Ant. III
consists of two club-like sensiIlae and two long guard setae (Fig. I) and three small,
smooth setae. Dorsal median macrochetae are distributed as e.g. in Pseudosinella infrequens and Pseudosinella impediens Gisin et Da Gama, 1969. Next to these
median macro chaetae there is a transversal row of 7 macrochaetae directed to
the lateral margin (Fig. 2).
Thorax. - Unguis III with one small and one large proximal tooth. The distal unpaired tooth is situated at a point 45%down the length of the internal lamella. The
lateral teeth are very fine and are almost invisible (Figs. 3,4,5). Mesothorax with 1
pseudoporus and 3 macrochaetae. Metathorax with 1 pseudoporus and 2 macrocheatae.
Abdomen. - Abd. I-IV, each with 1 pseudoporc. Macrochaetae are present on
Abd. I (2 in number), Abd. II (4 in number), Abd. III (2 in number) and Abd. IV
(3 in number). The trichobothria occur on Abd. II-IV (Fig. 6). Mucro bidentated
(Fig. 7).

AFFINITY
The new species Pseudosinella styriaca belongs to the troglodytic species and to the
Mediterranean group of Pseudosinella.
Locality in which the animal was found: Raudner - HoWe in Styria; 11 specimens, author* legit.
Holotype mounted in Polyvinyllactophenol kept in Landesmuseum Joanneum,

* Mag.Dr. HeinzNeuherz, Institute of Zoology,University,A - 8010 Graz, Austria.

** Dr. Josef Nosek, Institute of Virology, SlovakAcademyof Sciences,9 - Bratislava,CSSR.
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Raubergasse 10, A8010, Graz Austria and paratypes, 2 in number, kept in Museum
d'Histoire naturelle de Geneve, Switzerland.

SUMMARY
Description of a new cavernicolous species of Pseudosinella, P. styriaca. The species
was found in the cave "Raudner - H6hle" (Styria, Austria). P. styriaca sp. n. belongs
to the Mediterranean group of Pseudosinella.

ZUSAMMENF ASSUNG
Beschreibung einer neuen trogliobionten Art der Gattung Pseudosillella: P. styriaca.
Die Art wurde in der "Raudner-H6hle" (Steiermark, 6sterreich) gefunden. P. styriaca sp. n. geh6rt der mediterranen Gruppe von Pseudo sin ella an.

REFERENCES
GISIN, H. et M.M. DA GAMA 1969: Especes nouvelles de Pseudosinella cavernicoles (Insecta:
Collembola). - Rev. Suisse de Zool., 76,1,143-181.
1970: Pseudosinella cavernicoles de France (Insecta: Collembola). - Rev. Suisse de
Zool., 77, I, 161-188.
1970: Notes taxonomiques et evolutives sur quatre especes de Pseudosinella cavernicoles (Insecta: Collembola). - Rev. Suisse de Zool., 77, 2, 293-303.
1972: Notes taxonomiques et cvolutives sur Pseudosinella immaculata et Ps. dobati. - Rev. Suisse de Zool., 79,1,253-259.
1972: Pseudosinella cavernicoles d'Espagne (Insecta: Collembola). - Rev. Suisse de
Zool., 79,1,261-278.
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Figs. 1-7. Pseudosinella styriaca sp.n.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sense organ of Ant. III
Repartition of macrochaetae on head
The third leg in different view
The third leg in different view
The third leg in different view
Rcpartition of pseudopores, macrochaetae and trichobothria
Mucro
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BOOKS RECEIVED
JAMES, Julia M. (ed.) Papua New Guinea Speleological Expedition NSRE 1973.
Speleological Research Council Ltd., Kingsford, Australia. 1974. 69 pages
A$7.50.
This is the account of a scientific expedition to investigate a previously unexplored
limestone region in Papua New Guinea. A helicopter reconnaissance of the area had
shown a potential for extensive cave systems, so that a further ground reconnaissance was necessary. The majority of the expedition members were scientists and
studies were conducted in the following fields: biospeleology, geology, geomorphology, photography, chemistry, speleogenesis, surface and underground surveying.
The expedition area was in the Southern Highlands of Papua near the Muller
Range and the Lavani Valley. Drainage from the limestone plateau is into the
Strickland River. It is remote from human habitation, the nearest village being 30
km away and the nearest administration post is Koroba about 40 km away. The
country is extremely rugged, containing thick forests in places with vast cave en.
trances. The plateau has sufficient thickness of limestone to produce caves which
should rank amongst the deepest of the world. The surface of the plateau is pinnacle limestone country with large steep sided sinkholes, often hundreds of feet deep.
Sheer limestone faces are also common.
Of several dozen caves mapped and explored, the most dramatic is Uli Guria
which terminates in a rock-filled pool at the bottom of a shaft at a depth of 314
meters. The largest cave explored was Kanada Heiowa Heia which has a surveyed
depth of 314 m also and a length of about 1500 m. These caves rank among the
deepest in the Southern Hemisphere. Pictures, maps and descriptions are given for
over a dozen of other vast caves in this area. The potential for deeper and larger
caves in the Muller Range is enormous. Many large rivers plunge underground and
the moss forest probably hides hundreds of hidden shafts.

ABSTRACTS
ACEVEDO GONZALEZ, Manuel and Roberto GUTIERREZ DOMECH. El Sistema cavernario Majaguas-Cantera, Pinar del Rio, Cuba. Bo!. Soc. Venezolana Espel., 5(10): 125-142. 1974.
The Majaguas-Cantera cave system, located in the Sierra de San Carlos, western
Cuba, is described in detail. Up to Ar'ril, 1974, 20.3 km of passages were explored,
15.5 km of which are in direct communication. This complex, which forms part of
the Cuyaguateje cave system, is compared with recent discoveries in the MammothFlint Ridge system, central Kentucky, U.S.A., and with the Gmicharo cave, Venezuela, by applying a new quantitative methodology. The redefined Excavation Index
of the Majaguas-Cantera cave system is 539, which is indicative of an immense
cavity.
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BELLINGER, Peter F. and Kenneth A. CHRISTIANSEN. The cavernicolous fauna
of Hawaiian lava tubes,S. CoHembola. Pacific Insects. 16(1):31-40. 1974.
A new genus and three new species of (probably) troglophilic Collembola are described. The troglophilespecies Sin ella caeca is newly placed in the subgenus Coecobrya osii. Thirteen other troglophile and trogloxene species are recorded from
caves; most of them are new records for the Hawaiian Islands.
BENEDICT, Ellen M. and David R. MALCOLM. A new cavernicolous species of
Apochthonius
(Chelonethida:
Chthoniidae) from the western United
States with special reference to troglobitic tendencies in the genus. Trans.
A mer. Micros. Soc., 92(4):620-628.1973.
A new species of pseudoscorpion, A ochthonius malheuri, is described from a
Pleistocene lave tube in southeastern Oregon. The first species of the genus to be
reported from a cave west of Missouri and Arkansas, the organism is compared to
congeneric epigean and cavernicolous species in terms of the following troglobitic
modifications: depletion of pigment, loss of photoreceptors, attenuation, and giantism; Aspects of habitat and life cycles are considered. The genus Apochthonius is
redefined on the basis of study of the types of all known species.
BENEDICT, Ellen M. & David R. MALCOLM. A new cavernicolous species of
Mundochthonius
from the eastern United States (Pseudoscorpionida,
Chthoniidae).J. Arachnol., 2:1-4.1974.
A new pseudoscorpion species, Mundochthonius holsingeri, is described from a
limestone cave in Virginia. It is the second species of this genus to be reported from
a cave within the United States.
BRISOLESE, Salvatore & Domenico CARUSO. Ricerche bio-ecologiche sulla fauna
delle grotte de Sicilia. II. Nesiotoniscus helenae nuova specie di Isopodo
cavernicolo di Sicilia. Animalia, 1(1/3):257-264. 1974.
A description is given of a new species of cavernicolous isopod, Nesiotoniscus
helenae found in the Pellegrino grotto, in the Syracuse district of Sicily. The new
species is characterized by the particular morphology of the male pleopods and the
male pereiopods of the VII pair. The discovery of this genus, never previously
recorded in Sicily, is further proof that this island once formed part of the Tyrrhenian land-mass.
BROUGHTON, Paul L. Protodolomite and hydromagnesite in a cave deposits of
Sumidero Tenejapa, Chiapas, Mexico. Bol. Soc. Venezolana Espel.,
5(1):19-25.1974.
A moon milk assemblage from Surnidero Tenejapa, Chiapas, Mexico, is described.
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The minerals present are hydromagnesite, magnesite, calcite and protodolomite. It
is the first observation of protodolomite in a Mexican cave. The genesis is interpreted to have been from a'solid state transformation of aragonite in contact with
high magnesium groundwater. The presence of fungi hyphae and spores and their'
biochemical implications are discussed.
CARUSO, Domenico. Isopodi terrestri di grotte delle Alpi Orient ali. Boll. Accad.
Gioenia Sci Nat. Catania, 11(5-6):99-110. 1972.
A study of isopods living in caves of the Eastern Alps (Italy). Two species of
Spelaeonethes; one of Ligidium; one of Protracheoniscus and six of Androniscus are
described. A new cavernicolous form, Androniscus paoletti, is also described. This
species belongs to the subterraneus' group and is similar to A. degener and A.
noduliger from which it can be distinguished by the structure of the second pair of
pleopods of the male.
CARUSO, Domenico & Salvatore BRISOLESE. Ricerche.bio-ecologiche sulla fauna
delle grotte di Sicilia. 1. Isopodi terrestri delle grotte vulcaniche doll'Etna.
Animdia, 1(1/3):123-133. 1974.
Little is known of the cavernicolous fauna of volcanic grottoes, and this is the first
study of the caves on Mt. Etna. This report is the first investigation to be carried
out on Isopods. Special mention is made of two species, Buddelundiella cataractae
and Trichoniscus matulicii, which had not been previously recorded on Sicily. A
particularly detailed description is given of the first species as it is the only species
of this genus to have been found in Sicily yet is absent from the rest of Central and
Southern Italy.
FARRAND, William R. Sediment analysis of a prehistoric rockshelter:
Pataud. Quaternary Res., 5: 1-26. 1975.

The Abri

The Abri Pataud is a rockshelter or "abri sOllS-roche", located in the village of
Les-Eyzies-de-Tayac (Dordogne), southwestern France and is situated along the
base of limestone cliffs that border the floodplain of the Vezere River. It was
occupied by prehistoric man. Rockshelter and cave-mouth deposits accumulate in
specialized niches through the breakdown of the enclosing bedrock, the addition of
windblown and fluvial sediment and, in the case of prehistoric sites, human habitation debris. Certain modifications of routine sediment analysis are necessary in
order to realize the full potential op paleoenvironmental interpretation. These sediments are coarse, necessitating the collection of large samples, commonly 10 - 20
kg. The size and shape of the coarse fraction yields information on rockfalls,
freeze-thaw activity, and weathering effects. Travertine and soil-carbonate coatings
on the rock fragments indicate variations in ambient humidity and soil formation,
respectively. Heavy minerals can be important in determining the provenience of
the fine sediment. These methods of analysis are discussed in detail with Abri
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Pataud as a specific example, and caution in urged in making regional generalizations from the study of a single site.
GONZALEZ SPONGA, M. A. Dos nuevas especies de alacranes del genero Tityus,
en las cuevas Venezolanas (Scorpionida: Buthidae). Bol. Soc. Venezolana
£Spell., 5(1):55-69.1974.
Two new species of the scorpion genus Tityus are described trom Venezuela. They
inhabit the area outside and inside the Los Gonzalez and Guacharo caves in the
state of Monagas, and the Hueque caves in the state of Falcon. These species are
distinguised from others by a modified median-ventral keel on the II to IV segments; because of the length and shape of these keels; and because of total length,
trichobotria position, and shape of the telson. Four species are reported; two belong to the genus Tityus and two to the genus Chactas. All inhabit caves.
GRAY,

M. R. Survey of the
11(3):47-75. 1973.

spider

fauna

of Australian

caves. Helictite,

A preliminary list of spiders from Australian caves is given and discussed. Some 90
species in 23 families are represented. While the fauna is essentially troglophilic, 11
species are classified as troglobites and a further 12 species as advanced troglophiles.
The cave adapted fauna is largely confmed to southern Australia with the notable
exception of the pholcid troglobite, Spermophora sp. nov., which is a tropical
relict. Troglobitic representatives of the families Pholcidae and Theriidae are recorded for the first time. A maximum age of 2.5 - 3.0 million years is suggested for the
troglobitic fauna. A comparison of the Australian and Japanese cave spider fauna is
made.
GROW, Ann Baker and Kenneth CHRISTIANSEN. Chaetotaxy in nearctic Friesea
(Collembola Neanurinae) with notes on taxonomic use of chaetotaxy. Rev.
£Col. Bioi. So/., 11(3):377"396.1974.
The chaetotaxy of ten nearctic species, including several that dwell in caves, of the
genus Friesea was examined in detail. The basic system developed by Gama was
followed and expanded to include more lateral setae and abdominal segments I-II.
Detailed study of 27 specimens of F. grandis showed that setae could be divided
into those having a relatively fixed position ("stable" setae) and those showing
great variation in position ("floating" setae). The great variation shown in the 27
animals studied substantiates the findings of Sharma and Kevan and B6dvarsson. All
these cast great doubt on the value of chaetotaxy descriptions or drawings based on
one or a few specimes.
HARMON, R. S., Peter THOMPSON, H. P. SCHWARCZ, and D. C. FORD. Uranium-series dating of speleothems. NSS Bull., 37(2):21-33. 1975.
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Uranium - series disequilibrim methods can be used to determine the age of macrocrystalline calcite speleothems, provided: .1) the specimens have sufficient uranium
concentrations, 2) the initial state of the system can be determined, 3) the system
has not been subject to postdepositional alteration or migration of radioisotopes,
and 4) isotope ratios exhibit a progression toward secular equilibrium with time.
The 230Th/234U method, with a range of 2000 - 300,000 B. P., has been the most
successful for the three uranium-series methods which have been applied to speleothems. Analyses for speleothems from seven North American karst areas have been
selected to illustrate the application of speleothem chronology to such geological
problems as rates of erosion and sedimentation, the ages of river canyons and
terraces, the time and duration of base level stands, speleothem growth rates, the
time and duration of low sea level stands, and glacial chronology for the late
Pleistocene of North America.
IKEYA, Motoji. Dating a stalactite by electron paramagnetic
255:May 1:48-50. 1975.

resonance. Nature,

Optical and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) properties of natural and
synthetic calcite (limestone, CaC03) have been studied extensively and it is known
that ionising radiation in the form of cosmic rays or from radioactive elements
introduces defects such as C03 - (a hole center) and C033- (an electron center),
which are stabilized by impurities to form sources of thermoluminescence. There
are four thermal glow peaks above room temperature some of which can be used to
trace the history of calcite. Reported here is the presence of a radiation-induced
defect in the growing stalactites of Japan's main calcite caverns. It is shown that
estimation of the accumulated defect concentration at several positions, using EPR,
makes it possible to determine the age and growth rate of a stalactite.
LINARES, Omar J. Una salamandra del genero Bolitoglossa de la Cueva de Hueque,
Sierra de San Luis, Venezuela.
Bal. Soc.
Venezolana Espe!.,
5(10):143-147.1974.
One specimen of a salamander (Bolitoglossa sp.) collected in a C:lve north of the
Falcon stat, Venezuela, is described and compared to related species. The specimen
resembles the members of the adspera group, especially B, savagei from northern
Colombia and Merida, Venezuela, but it cannot be assigned to any of the narr:ed
species. The possible means of migration of this group, associated with the cloud
forest, to the Sierra de San Luis, are discussed.
MCDONALD, Roy Charles. Observations on hillslope erosion in tower karst topography of Belize. Bull. Ceo!. Soc. Amer., 86(2),:255-256. 1975.
Differential erosion in karst topography of Belize forms closed basins around karst
towers. Ephemeral lakes that collect in the basins are active in removing talus and
undermining hillslope support by corrosion. Channel incision establishes more rapJd
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drainage of the basins that surround towers, resulting in less active hillslope erosion.
Tower karst topography of coastal Belize is in the process of changing from a
landscape characterized by a slow talus removal and little slope undermining. As the
drainage continues to improve around karst towers, steep tower hillslopes become
more obscured at their bases by the accumulation of talus.
McLEAN, J. S. Strain-gage measurements in Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico. J.
Research, U. S. Geo!. Surv., 3(3):281-283. 1975.
Displacement transducers installed on a near - vertical joint
Carlsbad Caverns measured small movements along the joint
3.7 x 10-6 in (9.4 x 10-6 cm.) During 1973 the maximum
horizontally, vertically, and perpendicularly to the plane of
10-4, 4.0 x 10-4, and 1.1 x 10-4 in (1.2 x 10-3, 1.0 x 10-3,
respectively.

in the lunchroom in
)Vith a resolution of
annual displacement
the joint was 4.7 x
and 2.8 x 10-4 cm),

MIKUSZEWSKI, Jerzy. Obserwacje geologiczne w czasie wyprawy do jaskin Pamito-Alaju. Speleologia, 8(1):21-36.1974.
During the speleological expedition to the caves on the Pamir-Alaya Moutains,
southern Tyan-Shan, in 1972 the author studied fossil karst, ore-bearing karst and
modern karst phenomena. The fossil karst is represented by isolated, domed hills
with gentle slopes. These are common morphological forms in the Osh area. Carbonate roacks forming these hills are higWy karstified. Numerous karst dolines, pits
and caves were found. The hills rise up to 150 m above the level of deposition of
Cenozoic sediments. These hills represent fossil mogotes, i. e., forms of tropical
karst from the Late Mesozoic age. Preservation of these forms was facilitated by the
fact that they were buried under molasse deposits. At present these forms are being
exposed as a result of erosional processes. Numerous caves were found in Chil'
-Ustun and Chil' -Mayram massifs. Traces of hydrothermal mineralization are
found in these caves including cave wall impregnation with barite as. well as the
occurrence of karst calcite incrustations and limonitic crust formed by weathering
processes active during tropical climatic conditions. The largest vauclusian spring in
this section of Kirghiz SSR was noted at Abshir Fall, near the northern outlet of
the Abshir-Say valley in the Boordy Mountains massif.
SKET, Boris. Niphargus stygius (Schi6dte) (Amphipoda, Gammaridae) - Die Neubeschreibung des Generotypus, Variabilitiit, Verbreitung und Biologie Der
Art, I. Bio!. vestn., 22(1):91-103.1974.
A detailed description of the species is given based on material from the cave of
Postojna (Postojnska jama). Preliminary data on racial variability of Niphargus
stygius s. str. are added with those of its geographical and ecologic:!l distribution.
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